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Understanding the effects of climate variation on surface-atmosphere energy and mass

exchange is critical to assessing the impact of global change on ecosystems and water

resources. The purpose of this research was to examine the effect of cover type, climate

and temporal scale on surface energy and mass exchange calculations in order to provide a

framework for the application of micro-climatological models in point to regional scale

hydrologic studies. Aerodynamic turbulent transfer, Penman-Monteith and Priestley-

Taylor methods were used to predict latent energy exchange over an irrigated grass cover

in Oregon and an alpine snowcover in the Sierra Nevada mountains of California. The

models produced similar results on a daily basis when wind speeds were low and available

energy was large and positive. Turbulent transfer results deviated from other models at

hourly time-scales, especially on clear days. Model differences were attributed to experi-

mental assumptions of surface saturation, minimal surface resistances and an observed

time lag between the diurnal progressions of net radiation and the estimated surface-
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atmosphere humidity gradient. When wind velocities were large and available radiant

energy was near zero, the turbulent transfer and Penman-Monteith methods produced sim-

liar results while the Priestley-Taylor method was unreliable, Model estimates of surface

energy exchange were relatively unaffected by data temporal resolution when the diurnal

range in meteorological conditions was small. Accounting for the diurnal variability in

meteorological data was found to be important, however, when the diurnal range in climate

conditions was large. A 2-layer energy balance snowmelt model was used to evaluate the

sensitivity of snowmelt processes to conditions which occur during rain-on-snow events.

Rainfall accounted for the majority of runoff due to rapid snowcover liquid water satura-

tion during rain-on-snow events. The advective energy from rainfall had a minimal effect

on estimated snowmelt except under extreme events. Wind velocity had the greatest in-

fluence on snowmelt through the regulation of sensible and latent energy exchange. Rapid

snowrneit in cleared mountainous areas was found to be more likely the result of increased

turbulence that accompanies a rainfall event rather than the magnitude and intensity of

precipitation. Overall, this research showed that different micro-climatological methods

are sensitive to different data parameters, cover and climate conditions and can produce

unreliable results when model assumptions and data requirements are not met.
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Temporal Scale, Cover Type and Climate Effects on Surface Energy and Mass
Exchange

I INTRODUCTION

Concern over global climate change has focused increased attention on climate-land

surface interactions. In regions where much of the annual water balance is controlled by

seasonal snowcover, the degree to which climate conditions affect runoff, soil moisture

and evapotranspiration are uncertain, largely because the relationships between climate,

terrain and regional snow accumulation and melt processes are not well established (Do-

zier, 197). Thus the potential impacts of changing climate on socioeconomic activities

such as forestry, agriculture, municipal and industrial water supply, fisheries and recre-

ation remain indeterminate.

Much of the research in snow hydrology in the past fifteen years has resulted in an

improved understanding of the physical properties of snow deposition and atmosphere-

snowcover interactions (Davis and Marks, 1980; Marks et al., 1986; Dozier, 1987; Elder et

al., 1991; Jordan, 1991). Most of this research has focused on detailed simulations of

hydrologic processes over small, well instrumented study sites which are seldom greater

than 2 km2 in area. Detailed watershed-scale models have not yet been extended to more

regional scales (i.e. l02106 krn2) due to uncertainties involving the interactions between

climate, energy and mass exchange over variable surface cover and complex topography



and a general lack of data sets at spatial and temporal resolutions required for model input

and validation.

Surface fluxes of heat and moisture are the major mechanisms of land surface-

atmosphere interaction. The magnitude and nature of these fluxes regulate the partition of

energy and moisture between the surface and atmosphere and influence, both directly and

indirectly, key hydrologic processes such as snow metamorphism, runoff and available

moisture. Hydrologic models provide a useful mechanism for evaluating the interactions

between climate and water resources. A wide variety of hydrologic models have been

developed which account for surface fluxes of heat and moisture using methods ranging in

complexity from simple statistical parameterizations of surface fluxes to process oriented

approaches requiring detailed measurements of temperature, humidity, wind and radiation.

Process oriented, hydrologic models are increasingly being applied at greater spatial

scales, over a variety of surface cover types and variable temporal scales in order to address

regional to global scale problems (Neilson, 1993; Running and Coughlan, 1988; Sellers et

al., 1986). It is not clear what the differences are between model sensitivities to climate

and surface cover characteristics and the appropriate temporal scales over which they can

be applied.

The purpose of this research is to examine the effect of cover type, climate and temporal

scale on surface energy and mass exchange calculations. This study addresses three gen-

era! questions: 1) What is an appropriate method for determining latent energy exchange

and evaporation over variable cover and climate conditions, 2) what are the temporal scale

effects of input data on surface energy and mass exchange calculations and 3) what are the
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important parameters governing surface energy and mass exchange for a snowpack within

a transitional rain-on-snow zone. The specific objectives of this study are to compare and

contrast three different methods of estimating latent energy and mass exchange over dif-

ferent surfaces and to evaluate the effect of temporally averaged climate data on estimates

of sensible and latent energy exchange in order to provide a framework for the application

of temporally averaged data in hydrologic studies. These concepts are then used within the

framework of an energy balance-snowmelt model to evaluate the sensitivity of a snow-

cover energy and mass balance to conditions which occur during rain-on-snow events.
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2 BACKGROUND

2.1 The water balance of terrestrial systems

The distribution and nature of water in all its phases plays a central role in the regulation

of climate and the maintenance and quality of life on Earth. The hydrologic cycle de-

scribes the movement of water in all of its phases through the various reservoirs of the

climate system, namely, the oceans, ice masses and snow deposits, terrestrial lakes and

streams, ground water, atmosphere and biosphere. The relative amount of water for a ter-

restrial surface can be described using a continuity or water balance approach:

P R E T = AS

where P, R, E, T, and AS are the precipitation, surface runoff, evaporation, transpiration

and storage terms, respectively. Precipitation includes both rainfall and snow and repre-

sents the primary input of water from the atmosphere to the surface. The runoff term

represents the loss of water from the system by surface water flow or deep percolation.

The AS term accounts for the temporary storage of water in the terrestrial system in the

form of soil moisture, snow and ice, water bodies or vegetation. Evaporation is the process

by which water moves from a liquid at the surface to a gaseous phase in the atmosphere. E

is expressed in Equation (1) as a general term encompassing both evaporation and subli-

mation whereby water moves from a solid to gaseous phase.
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2.2 I)efinitions of surface evaporation

Evaporation generally represents the movement of water from water bodies, the surface

of wet leaves or bare soil to the atmosphere while transpiration (T) defines the movement

of water from the soil, through plants to the atmosphere. Evaporation and transpiration are

difficult to separate in natural systems and are frequently described using the single term

evapotranspiration (ET) which encompasses the evaporation from free water, soil, vege-

tation and other surfaces.

Potential evapotranspiration was a term first used by Thornthwaite (1948). This term

has generally come to refer to the maximum rate of evapotranspiration from a large area

covered by a uniform, sufficiently moist, actively growing vegetated cover (Brutsaert,

1982). Potential evapotranspiration is considered approximately equal to evapotranspira-

tion when available moisture is non-limiting such as over water, and moist, vegetated

surfaces. Evapotranspiration under these conditions is regulated by external factors such

as wind speed, vapor pressure deficit and the amount of available radiant energy at the

surface (Penman, 1948). A snowcover represents a frozen, free water surface where ice is

converted directly to the vapor state and back again by sublimation and condensation. Ice

can also melt and evaporate, but this process is generally considered negligible when the

snow surface layer temperature is less than 0.0 °C (Langham, 1981; Marks and Dozier,

1992).

As a soil or vegetated surface dries and moisture becomes limiting, plant and soil

mechanisms increasingly restrict the amount of water loss to the atmosphere and the

evapotranspiration rate is reduced. Plants respond to stress by closing small pores on the
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leaves called stomata in order to reduce the rate of transpiration to the atmosphere (Jarvis

and Mansfield, 1981). These stresses can be induced by a variety of external factors such

as temperature, soil moisture, light intensity, CO2 concentrations, humidity and wind speed

(Aylor et al., 1973; Cowen, 1977; Hall and Schulze, 1980). As a soil surface layer dries,

soil resistances restrict the rate at which water moves toward the surface from lower soil

layers, effectively reducing the uptake of soil water by plants and direct losses of soil

moisture to the atmosphere (Philip, 1957).

The current definition of potential evapotranspiration is generally not considered all

inclusive because transpiration rates are strongly influenced by vegetation characteristics

even under saturated soil moisture conditions (i.e. potential conditions). Potential evapo-

transpiration has been defined as the atmospheric demand for water under prevailing

meteorological conditions (Penman, 1948; Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Rind et al., 1990).

This definition, however, only approximates evaporation over short vegetation. Evapo-

transpiration rates under potential conditions, over a forest canopy, for example, have been

found to be much less than evaporation over a free water surface under the same meteoro-

logical conditions (McNaughton and Black, 1973; Stewart, 1977). This definition has led

to further confusion since potential evapotranspiration is often calculated from meteoro-

logical data observed under non-potential conditions or extrapolated from station data

under potential conditions to regional scales where plant, soil and moisture characteristics

are different. The resulting rates of evapotranspiration are clearly different than would be

expected over a moist, uniform, vegetated cover since surface moisture levels and plant
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characteristics influence available energy, temperature, humidity, wind speed and plant

and soil resistances.

A more inclusive term has been used to describe evapotranspiration under potential

conditions. Potential evaporation represents the evaporation from any large, uniform sur-

face which is sufficiently wet or moist so that the air in contact with it is near saturation

(Brutsaert, 1982). Another term which avoids the ambiguities inherent in the potential

evapotranspiration term is reference evapotranspiration which can be defined as the rate of

evapotranspiration from an extensive, uniform, well watered, actively growing, green grass

covered surface, 15 cm in height (Burman et al., 1983).

2.3 The energy balance of terrestrial systems

The energy balance of most land surfaces can be defined as:

AQ=R+M+LE+H+G (2)

where R, M, LYE, H, and G represent the net radiative, advective, latent, sensible and

conductive energy fluxes, respectively. For bare soil and short vegetation canopy surfaces

the energy storage term, AQ, is negligible and the sum of all the other terms in Equation (2)

is assumed to be approximately zero. For a snowpack, AQ represents the amount of energy

stored within the snowcover. If the snowpack is in thermal equilibrium, the net change in

snowpack energy is zero. If the snowcover is not in thermal equilibrium, a negative AQ
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term denotes a net decrease in snowpack energy indicating a cooling snowcover while a

positive AQ denotes a net energy transfer to the snowpack. If the snowpack is at a tern-

perature less than (10 °C, a positive AQ will warm the snowcover until the entire snowpack

is approximately isothermal at 0.0 °C. At this point any additional energy transferred to the

snowcover will result in snow melt.

In most terrestrial environments, G and M are relatively small while turbulent energy

and mass fluxes represented by sensible and latent energy are second only to net radiation

in importance in the surface energy balance (Budyko, 1974; Baumgartner and Reichel,

1975; Korzun et al., 1978). The latent energy term in Equation (2) is equivalent to the mass

flux of water vapor by evaporation and sublimation processes and represents the linkage

between the hydrologic and energy balances of terrestrial systems. The partitioning of net

radiant energy at the surface into sensible and latent energy is primarily controlled by the

amount of available radiant energy, wind velocity and temperature and humidity gradients

between the surface and atmosphere. These factors, in turn, are controlled by physical

characteristics of the surface such as albedo, available moisture, vegetation, surface rough-

ness, aihedo, slope and aspect.

2.4 Methods for characterizing latent energy exchange

Numerous microrneteorological approaches have been used for estimating latent energy

exchange and evapotranspiration. Historically, the majority of these methods were devel-

oped for use over well-watered agricultural crops to estimate evapotranspiration but have
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since been applied over a variety of surface cover types at varying spatial and temporal

scales (Penman, 1948; Monteith, 1965; Priestley and Taylor, 1972; McNaughton and

Black, 1973; Stewart and Thom, 1973; Brutsaert,1982; Shuttleworth and Wallace, 1985).

Most of these methods utilize hydrological, meteorological and plant physiological con-

cepts to varying degrees to derive estimates of evaporation (Brutsaert, 1982; Sharma,

1985; Kariemasu, 1989; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). Generally, however, these meth-

ods utilize one or a combination of two approaches, namely, the measurement or

estimation of components of the energy budget to derive latent energy exchange indirectly

or a mass transfer approach where LE is estimated from wind and humidity gradient in-

formation (Brutsaert, 1982). Several methods have been used to obtain estimates of latent

energy fluxes and evaporation under historic and current climate conditions as well as

projected future vegetation and climate scenarios over local to regional scales (Dickinson,

1984; Running and Coughlan, 1988; Rind et al., 1990; Neilson, 1993). These methods

range in complexity from simple statistical parameterizations of surface fluxes to process-

oriented approaches requiring detailed measurements of air temperature, humidity, wind

and net radiation.

The purpose of this investigation is not to conduct an exhaustive review of all of the

methods currently available to estimate latent energy exchange and evaporation. Several

papers and texts are currently available that serve this purpose (Brutsaert, 1982; Sharma,

1985; Kanemasu, 1989; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). This investigation focuses on

three of the more commonly used methods that utilize fairly distinct approaches to derive
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latent energy exchange; namely, the Priestley-Taylor, Penman-Monteith and aerodynamic

turbulent transfer models.

2.4.1 Penman-Monteith model

Combination methods utilize both energy balance and aerodynamic approaches to

estimate latent energy exchange. If the net radiation, R, and conductive energy fluxes, G,

can be measured or estimated, sensible energy can be measured by aerodynamic methods

and latent energy can be derived as a residual in the energy balance (Brutsaert, 1982;

Kaneniasu, 1989; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). Penman (1948) presented a combina-

tion approach for the calculation of latent energy and evaporation for uniform, well

watered, freely evaporating surfaces with minimal advection. Monteith (1965) modified

Penman's approach by incorporating a canopy resistance term to approximate the physio-

logical constraints imposed by vegetation and soil factors on surface evapotranspiration

under moisture limiting conditions (Stewart, 1984):

LE = Is (R G) + (pCp(qsat q) /ra)1 I (s +y(I + r Ira)) (3)

where q and qsat are the measured and saturated vapor pressure terms, s is a linear ap-

proximation of the slope of the saturation vapor pressure-air temperature curve, y is the

psychrometric constant ( 66 Pa K1), r is the surface resistance, and p and C are the

density and specific heat of dry air, respectively.
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The aerodynamic resistance term, Ta, can be estimated using an approach described by

Monteith (1965) and Stewart (1984) which has been modified to account for non-neutral

atmospheric conditions (Mahrt and Ek, 1984):

ra = (log((z do / Z))/ k2 U (4)

where u is the horizontal wind speed at height z, k is the von Karman's constant, and d0 and

Z( are the zero-plane displacement and aerodynamic surface roughness heights,

respectively. The aerodynamic resistance term quantifies the atmospheric boundary layer

resistance to evaporation. ra is dependent on the aerodynamic roughness of the surface,

wind speed and atmospheric stability. Over aerodynamically smooth surfaces such as

snow or short, uniform vegetation, ra is large and evaporation is strongly influenced by the

amount of available energy (Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Stewart, 1984). Over aerody-

namically rough surfaces such as forests, ra is greatly reduced and evaporation is primarily

controlled by the vapor pressure deficit of the air and the canopy resistance term (Mc-

Naughton and Black, 1973; Stewart and Thom, 1973; Shuttleworth and Calder, 1979).

The canopy resistance parameter, r, incorporates bulk stomatal and soil resistances to

evaporation. For uniform, vegetated surfaces, r is related to leaf area and the degree of

stomatal closure. For a bare soil surface, r is a function of the length of the diffusion

pathway of water vapor in the soil. The canopy resistance term is dependent on numerous

biological and external factors such as plant type, condition and morphology, available

moisture, temperature, humidity, CO2 concentration and the amount of net radiation. r can
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be determined by measuring or estimating R, G, H, r1
and LE independently and solving

for r in Equation (3). Other methods for deriving r range from simple statistical approx-

imations to detailed plant and soil moisture modeling schemes (Jarvis et al., 1981: Sellers

et al., 1986). Over aerodynamically rough surfaces under potential conditions LE is pri-

manly dependent on the vapor pressure deficit of the air and r, which has been shown to

vary significantly throughout the day (McNaughton and Black, 1973; Stewart and Thom,

1973; Lemeur and Zhang, 1990). Over aerodynamically smooth surfaces such as grass or

agricultural crop surfaces, LE is primarily dependent on the amount of net radiation and r

can be assumed to be approximately constant under sufficiently moist surface conditions

(Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Davies and Allen, 1973; Stewart and Rouse, 1977; Jensen et

al., 1990: Flint and Childs, 1991).

Surface roughness terms for momentum, z1, heat, Zh, and moisture, z.,, can be defined

as the zero velocity intercepts of the straight lines of semi-logarithmic plots of mean wind

velocity, potential temperature and moisture versus elevation within the lowest 10% of the

boundary layer (Brutsaert, 1982; Beljaars and Holtslag, 1991). z1, zh and z are semi-

empirical coefficients that relate, in part, to the theoretical point above the surface where

momentum, heat and moisture gradients are effectively zero. The surface roughness ele-

ments are a function of the height, density and structure of the surface elements and wind

speed. Monin-Obukhov similarity theory is a generally accepted framework for describing

the transport of momentum, heat and moisture within the boundary layer (Monin and

Obukhov, 1954; Brutsaert, 1982). This theory assumes that for flat, uniform terrain, under

neutral atmospheric conditions, the uansport of momentum heat and moisture between the
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surface and atmosphere are the same and Km = Kh = where Km, Kh, and are the

transfer coefficients for momentum, heat and vapor, respectively (Brutsaert, 1982). Under

these conditions Zm, Zh, and z, can be assumed to be approximately equal and defined using

a single roughness term, z0 (Monteith, 1965: Brutsaert, 1982; Marks and Dozier, 1992).

Paeschke (1937) found that for rough snow, various grassy and crop surfaces, the ratio of

the height of the roughness obstacles, h0, to the roughness length, z0, is approximately 7.35.

Kondo (1 971) found that the zero plane displacement, d0, is approximately two-thirds the

height of the roughness obstacles for a variety of surfaces. The assumption of equality

between Zm, Zh and z generally holds for extensive, aerodynamically smooth surfaces such

as water, snow and closely cropped grass. Over rough surfaces and non-homogeneous

terrain, however, Zrn has been found to be 2 to 6400 times greater than Zh and z (Garratt

and Hicks, 1973; Garratt, 1978; Brutsaert, 1982; Beljaars and Holtsiag, 1991).

The Penman-Monteith approach has been widely used for estimating latent energy

exchange over extensive, uniform surfaces such as bare soil and closed canopies of vege-

tation (McNaughton and Black, 1973; McNaughton and Jarvis, 1984; Stewart, 1984;

Running et al., 1989; Parlange and Katul, 1992; Stannard, 1993). The method assumes that

advection is negligible and the sources of sensible and latent energy are at the same height

and temperature. This assumption is generally satisfied by extensive surfaces of water,

snow, bare soils or closed canopies with adequate wind fetch but is not met by sparse or

partially open canopy conditions. Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) modified the Penman-

Monteith method for sparse canopies by accounting for the evaporation from both vegeta-

tion and soil. The Penman-Monteith equation generally requires net radiation, surface
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conductive energy flux, air temperature, specific humidity and horizontal wind speed mea-

surements at a single level as well as a measurement or estimation of r and ra.

2.4.2 Priestley-Taylor model

Priestley and Taylor (1972) suggested that air moving over an extensive, wet, uniform

surface should come into equilibrium with that surface when the saturation vapor pressure

deficit of the air is in equilibrium with the surface. The evaporation rate under these con-

ditions is termed the equilibrium evaporation rate and is controlled by the amount of

available energy, R-G. Priestley and Taylor found, however, that the actual rate of evap-

oration from water or saturated surfaces exceeded the equilibrium evaporation rate by an

approximate factor of 1.26 and that the evaporation rate for an extensive, saturated land or

water surface with minimal advection could be described as:

LEa(s/(s+7))(R-G) (5)

The Priestley-Taylor equation represents a simplification of the Penman-Monteith ap-

proach whereby bulk stomatal, soil and aerodynamic resistances are represented by a

single, unitless coefficient, a, Priestley and Taylor found that approximately &)% of the

evaporation rate was controlled by the available energy term while advection accounted for

2l-22'/c of evaporation (i.e. a 1.26 1.28) for both saturated land and water surfaces.

The variation in a has generally been attributed to variations in large scale advection, but
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the observation that a is approximately 1.26 has been substantiated by other investigators

for a variety of surface cover types (Davies and Allen, 1973; McNaughton and Black,

1973; Jury and Tanner, 1975; Kanemasu et al., 1976; Bailey and Davies, 1981; Parlange

and Katul, 1992; Pereira and Nova, 1992; Stannard, 1993). At hourly time scales, how-

ever, a has been found to vary significantly throughout the day (Priestley and Taylor,

1972; Pereira and Nova, 1992). Priestley and Taylor (1972) found that for saturated sur-

faces, a can be described as:

a= (L*Aq)/(((s/(s+y))*(*Aq+C*AT)) (6)

where Aq and AT are the near surface-atmosphere humidity and air temperature gradients,

respectively, and L is the latent heat of vaporization ( 2.5x 106 J kg1). For unsaturated

surfaces, a is reduced and has generally been described using empirical approaches based

on the degree of soil wetness (Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Davies and Allen, 1973; Flint

and Childs, 1991; Stannard, 1993). The Priestley-Taylor method assumes that evaporation

is primarily a function of available energy and the available energy and moisture deficit

terms in Equation (5) are well correlated. These assumptions generally hold for moist,

aerodynamically smooth surfaces with minimal advection. A large degree of error can

occur over non-homogeneous terrain or rough surfaces such as forested canopies where ra

is greatly reduced and evaporation is primarily controlled by vapor pressure deficit and

canopy resistance parameters (Priestley and Taylor, 1972; McNaughton and Black, 1973;

Stewart and Rouse, 1977).
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2.4.3 Aerodynamic turbulent transfer method

The turbulent transfer method attempts to describe the aerodynamics of flow near a

surface so that the transport of momentum, water vapor, and heat can be estimated. This

approach relies on the existence of strong relationships between vertical fluxes of mo-

mentum, energy and mass and gradients of wind, temperature and humidity. The

aerodynamic approach generally requires wind and humidity information at two or more

levels above the surface in order to describe the vertical fluxes of energy and mass between

the surface and atmosphere. This approach has been used to describe energy exchange and

mass transfer over a variety of surfaces including snow (Businger, 1973; Stewart, 1982;

Andreas et aL, 1984), barley (Neuwirth, 1974), and pine forests (Stewart and Thom, 1973;

Thom et al., 1975). If the surface is wet and the surface temperature and roughness is

known then latent and sensible energy fluxes can be determined from air temperature, hu-

midity and wind speed information at a single measurement height (Brutsaert and Yu,

1968; Stewart, 1982; Brutsaert, 1982; Marks and Dozier, 1992). The method used in this

investigation is an aerodynamic turbulent transfer model adapted from Brutsaert (1982)

and later modified by Marks (1988). The following equations are solved iteratively to

obtain estimates of latent energy and mass fluxes at a point:

Obukhov stability length:

L (u*3
p )/ [kg (H /(TaCp) + 0.61 E)J (7)
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Friction velocity:

u = (u k) / ln [((zn do) / Z() )- (141m (z/ L))I ()

Sensible energy flux:

H = ((ea O) aFT k u* p C) / ln [((zT do) / z0) (41sh (zT/ L))l (9)

Mass flux:

E = L ((q qs) a1 k u* p) / In I ((zq do) / Z0) (zq/ L))J (10)

Air and surface temperatures, Ta, Tç, air and surface humidities, q, q and wind speed,

u, are obtained from measurement data. The friction velocity, u*, is solved iteratively

in Equations (7)-(10). The stability functions, ljJsrn, iy and lush are calculated as

follows:

For stable conditions, = (z/L) > 0):

Wsm( Wsh() 13, 0< 1, = 5 (11)

l4Jsrn( Nsv( Jsh()I3s, > 1, = 5 (12)

For unstable conditions ( = (z/L) <0):

X = (1 13

)hf4,
13 = 16 (13)
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lIsrn = 21n[(1+X)/21 +lnRl +X2)/21 -2 arctanX +it/2 (14)

Wsh( 21n1(1+ X2)/21 (15)

The three most critical terms in Equations (7)-(l0) are wind speed, and the vapor pres-

sure gradient between the air and surface. Air and surface temperatures only indirectly

effect estimates of E through the calculation of surface humidity and stability.

2.5 Importance of scale

The latent energy component described in Equation (1) represents the interface between

the hydrologic and energy balances over most surfaces and is an important component of

hydrologic studies at local to regional scales. Energy balance and aerodynamic methods

are increasingly being used at more regional scales, over complex topography and surface

cover conditions at varying temporal scales in order to address local to regional scale hy-

drologic problems. Remotely sensed data have been used with ground-based meteorolog-

ical data to estimate evapotranspiration at local to regional scales (Price, 1982; Jackson et

al., 1983; Gurney and Camillo, 1984; Jackson, 1985; Running, 1989). General Circulation

Models (GCM's) use a simplified aerodynamic approach to estimate the evaporation de-

mand under historic, current and projected future climate conditions (Dickinson, 1984;

Rind et al., 1990). The BATS (biosphere-atmosphere transfer scheme) and SiB (simple

biospheric model) ecotype simulation models use generalized forms of the Penman-

Monteith method to derive regional to continental scale estimates of evapotranspiration
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(Dickinson, 1984; Sellers et al., 1986). Both models incorporate bulk aerodynamic and

canopy resistance parameters that are based on gross plant morphological characteristics

and generalized surface roughness parameters. Neilson's MAPSS (Mapped-A

tmosphere-Plant-Soil System) ecotype simulation model uses an aerodynamic turbulent

transfer approach to derive potential evaporation over continental scale plant communities

(Neilson. 1993). This model also incorporates a surface roughness parameter based on

general plant community morphology and surface characteristics.

Energy balance and aerodynamic methods have generally been developed for use within

fairly narrow ranges of surface cover, temporal scale and climate conditions. These meth-

ods are based on similarity theory (i.e. Km = Kh K) in which fluxes of momentum, heat

and water vapor are assumed constant with height (Brutsaert, 1982; Monteith and Un-

sworth, 1990). These methods are also based on the assumption of spatially consistent

surface roughness and minimal advection. These assumptions are generally satisfied over

level terrain with extensive, uniform cover. Over non-uniform topography or variable

surface cover the similarity assumptions may not hold and roughness parameters for mo-

mentum, heat and water may not be consistent (Garratt, 1984; Beljaars and Holtslag,

1991). Surface resistances may also vary depending on vegetation type, morphology and

condition. Estimates of latent energy exchange and evaporation are rarely desired at less

than daily temporal scales for regional scale studies due to the scarcity of meteorological

data and enormous data storage and processing requirements. It is often tempting to use

meteorological data that have been averaged over long time periods to determine evapo-

ration from aerodynamic or energy balance methods. Evidence suggests that this may
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result in large estimation errors when the diurnal variability in meteorological parameters

is large (Jobson, 1972; Brutsaert, 1982; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990).

Currently there are few guidelines for the application of detailed energy balance and

aerodynamic models over coarse temporal and spatial scales and complex surfaces. Cou-

pled climate and radiation data are not readily available at the spatial and temporal

resolutions necessary to adequately evaluate energy balance based models or verify model

results (Dickinson, 1984; Mintz et al., 1986; Sato et al., 1989).
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3 COMPARISON OF METHODS FOR ESTIMATING LATENT ENERGY
EXCHANGE UNDER VARIABLE COVER AND CLIMATE CONDITIONS

3.1 Abstract

Understanding the effects of climate variation on surface-atmosphere energy and mass

exchange is critical to assessing the impact of global change on ecosystems and water

resources. Aerodynamic turbulent transfer, Penman-Monteith, and Priestley-Taylor meth-

ods were used to predict potential evaporation and sublimation over a stand of Alta fescue

grass in Oregon, and an alpine snowcover in the Sierra Nevada. The models were corn-

pared using integrated hourly meteorological and radiation data collected under variable

climate conditions. The turbulent transfer method was most sensitive to wind speed and

surface-atmosphere humidity gradients while the Penman-Monteith method was sensitive

to both radiation and turbulence. The Priestley-Taylor method was primarily sensitive to

changes in net radiant energy.

The three models produced similar results at the grass site on a daily basis where the

turbulent fluxes were small and available energy was large and positive. At hourly time

scales, the three models compared favorably with Bowen ratio results on cloudy days. On

clear days differences between Bowen ratio and turbulent transfer results were large and

were attributed to experimental assumptions of surface saturation, zero canopy resistances

and an observed time lag between the diurnal progressions of surface heating and cooling

and net radiation. At the alpine site, where wind speeds were high and net radiation was

frequently near zero, the hourly progressions in estimated latent energy exchange between
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the turbulent transfer and Penman-Monteith methods were in general agreement, though

marked differences in the magnitudes of estimated sublimation between the two methods

were attributed to differences between the saturation vapor pressure deficit and vapor

pressure gradient terms used to drive the models. The Priestley-Taylor method produced

similar results to the other methods over the grass site despite its relatively simplistic

design. At the snow site, however, the Priestley-Taylor method produced much lower

latent energy flux estimates than the other models and sublimation estimates that were

much less than snowpack measurements indicated. In general, the accuracy of the

Priestley-Taylor method appears to be limited to low wind conditions where net radiation

dominates the surface energy balance and is well correlated with turbulent fluxes.

3.2 Introduction

Projected changes in global climate driven by increases in atmospheric CO2 indicate

significant alterations may occur in climatic conditions over the next 50 to 100 years

(Keeling, 1973; Ramanathan et al., 1985; Dickinson and Cicerone, 1986; Broecker, 1987;

Hansen et al., 1988). This would affect the terrestrial biosphere through changes in the

regional energy balance which, in turn, could have a profound effect on the regional water

cycle (Dickinson, 1985; Warrilow and Buckeley, 1989; Rind et al., 1990; Marks, 1993).

Evapotranspiration (ET) represents the combined evaporation from the surface and tran-

spiration from vegetation. This component of the hydrologic cycle is the connecting link

between surface-atmosphere energy and mass exchange processes and represents a major

loss from land surface hydrologic systems. Potential evaporation (Er) can be defined as the
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atmospheric demand for water and represents the upward limit of the evapotranspiration

rate over a sufficiently moist surface under prevailing meteorologic conditions (Brutsaert,

1982). E is an important indicator of the upper limit of the evapotranspiration rate over

most surfaces and is a widely used approximation of ET over moist surfaces when the

aerodynamic surface roughness is not large (Priestley and Taylor, 1972; McNaughton and

Black, 1973; Dickinson, 1984; Sharma, 1984). The potential evaporation component in

regional climate and general circulation models (GCMs) has been demonstrated to play a

major role in determining the likelihood of droughts (Rind et al., 1990), regional vegetation

types and distributions (Neilson, 1993), the increased vigor of the hydrologic cycle and the

diurnal range of surface temperatures over deserts (Warrilow and Buckley, 1989).

E is considered approximately equal to ETwhen available moisture is non-limiting such

as over water, snow and moist, vegetated surfaces. Surface energy and mass exchange

under these conditions is regulated by external factors such as wind speed, humidity and

the amount of available radiant energy at the surface (Penman, 1948). A snowcover rep-

resents a frozen, free water surface where ice is converted directly to the vapor state by

sublimation. Ice can also melt and evaporate, but this process is generally negligible corn-

pared to sublimation when the temperature of the snowcover is less than 0.0 °C (Langham,

1981; Marks and Dozier, 1992). As a soil or vegetated surface dries and moisture becomes

limiting, plant and soil mechanisms increasingly restrict the amount of water lost to the

atmosphere and the evapotranspiration rate is reduced. Plants respond to stress by closing

small pores on leaf surfaces called stomata in order to reduce the amount of moisture loss

to the atmosphere (Jarvis and Mansfield, 1981). These stresses can be induced by a variety
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and wind speed (Aylor et al., 1973; Cowen, 1977; Hall and Schulze, 1980). As a soil

surface dries, soil water resistances restrict the rate at which water moves upward toward

the surface from lower soil layers, effectively reducing soil moisture losses to the atmo-

sphere (Philip, 1957).

The energy balance of most land surfaces can be defined as follows:

R M + LE + H + G

where R, H, G, and M are the net radiative, sensible, conductive and advective energy

fluxes, respectively, and LE is the latent heat flux where L is the latent heat of vaporiza-

tion or sublimation for water or ice, respectively, and E is the mass flux. In most terrestrial

environments, G and M are relatively small while turbulent energy and mass flux repre-

sented by sensible and latent energy is second only to radiation in importance in the surface

energy balance (Budyko, 1974; Baumgartner and Reichel, 1975; Korzun et al., 1978), The

energy balance over a snowpack is similar to that described by Equation (1) except for an

additional snowcover energy term, Q, which is equal to the sum of R, LYE, H, G and M.

In temperature equilibrium, Q is equal to zero. A negative energy balance (negative Q

term) will tend to cool the snowcover while a positive energy balance (positive Q term)

will warm the snowpack, redistributing energy predominantly by mass ansfer to lower

snow layers. If the snowcover energy term remains positive the snowcover will continue

to warm until the entire snowpack is approximately isothermal at 0.0 °C. At this point any
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additional transfer of energy to the snowpack will result in snowmelt (Langham, 1981).

The partitioning of net radiation at the surface into sensible and latent energy is primarily

controlled by the amount of available radiant energy, wind velocity, and temperature and

humidity gradients between the surface and atmosphere. These factors, in turn, are con-

trolled by climate conditions and physical characteristics of the surface such as available

moisture, vegetation, surface roughness, albedo, slope and aspect.

Numerous micrometeorological approaches have been used for estimating latent energy

exchange and evapotranspiration. Historically, the majority of these methods were devel-

oped for use over well-watered, agricultural crops but have since been applied over a

variety of surface cover types at varying spatial and temporal scales (Kanemasu, 1989;

Brutsaert, 1982; Sharma, 1985; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990). Most of these methods

utilize hydrologic, meteorologic and plant physiological concepts to varying degrees to

derive estimates of energy and mass exchange. Generally, however, these methods utilize

one or some combination of two approaches, namely, the measurement or estimation of

components of the energy budget to derive latent energy exchange indirectly or a mass

transfer approach where LE is estimated from wind and humidity gradient information

(Brutsaert, 1982). Several methods have been used to obtain surface E under historic and

current climate conditions as well as projected future vegetation and climate conditions at

local to regional scales (Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Dickinson, 1984; Running and Cough-

lan, 1988; Rind et al., 1990; Neilson, 1993). These methods range in complexity from

simple statistical parameterizations of surface fluxes to process-oriented approaches re-

quiring detailed measurements of air temperature, humidity, wind and net radiation.
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The latent energy component described in Equation (1) represents the interface between

the hydrologic and energy balances over most surfaces and is an important component of

hydrologic studies at local to regional scales. Energy balance and aerodynamic methods of

estimating latent energy and mass exchange that have generally been developed for use

within a fairly narrow range of surface cover, temporal scale and climate conditions are

increasingly being used at more regional scales, over complex topography and surface

cover conditions at varying temporal scales. The purpose of this investigation is to estab-

lish a framework for the application of some commonly used approaches for estimating

latent energy and mass exchange in regional hydrologic and energy balance studies. The

specific objectives of this study are to compare and contrast three distinct combination

energy balance and aerodynamic approaches for estimating latent energy exchange under

varied surface cover and climate conditions. Specifically, a Penman-Monteith approach,

two configurations of the Priestley-Taylor model and an aerodynamic turbulent transfer

model are evaluated with respect to different meteorological conditions over grass and

snow surfaces.

3.3 Site descriptions and data collection

The Oregon Evapotranspiration Investigation Plot (ETIP) was located at the Oregon

State University Schmidt Farm, approximately 15 km north of Corvallis, OR. The ETIP

site was 2.11 ha (136 mx 155 m) in area and was covered by a uniform, well established

stand of Alta fescue (Festuca elator) grass maintained at a height of 8-20 cm. The soils

found at the site are classified as Amity and Woodburn silt loams. These soils are deep and
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moderately to well drained through most of the profile. The ETIP site had manual and

automatic meteorological stations, Bowen ratio and radiation stations. The stations were

located in the center of the field site to maximize wind fetch. Vapor pressure, air temper-

ature and horizontal wind speed were measured at 0.4 and 1.4 m heights by a dewpoint

hygrometer (DEW- 10), a chromel-constant thermocouple and a three cup anemometer-

photochopper, respectively. Surface temperature was measured by an Everest interscience

temperature transducer with a 45° field-of-view and a resolution of 0.5 °C. Surface con-

ditions were maintained at or near saturation (soil moisture >= 85 % of field capacity). Net

all-wave radiation was measured using a REBS net radiometer. Soil conductive energy

fluxes were estimated using soil heat flux plates (REBS model HFT-l) at a soil depth of

0.08 m and thermocouples (model TCAU) at soil depths of 0.02 and 0.06 m. All mea-

surements were obtained at 5 second intervals and averaged over 20 minute time periods.

These data were then integrated over hourly time periods. A total of 10 days were used in

this study representing both clear (i.e. cloud cover <= 1 % of a 90° overhead field-of view)

and cloudy sky conditions. The days selected were May 22-3 1, 1992 (DOY 142-151).

The Emerald Lake watershed (EML) is a remote, high elevation alpine cirque located in

Sequoia National Park in the Southern Sierra Nevada mountains of California. The site is

125 ha in area and is composed of bare, granite rock and talus with scattered patches of thin

organic soil and alpine vegetation. Detailed meteorologic measurements were collected

over a period of approximately 22 days from April 14- May 6, 1986 (DOY 104-126) at an

exposed ridge site located approximately 300 m above a small tarn lake. This site re-

mained snow covered over the entire period of data collection.
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Temperature, wind speed, humidity and radiation measurements were obtained ap-

proximately every 30 seconds and integrated over 15 minute intervals. The 15 minute data

were then integrated over hourly time periods. Data collection at the site was extremely

problematic due to its remote location and extreme weather conditions. Climate and radi-

ation data were therefore obtained both by direct measurement and indirect estimation

techniques. A detailed description of site characteristics, meteorologic and radiation in-

strumentation, measurements and monitoring within the Emerald Lake Watershed is

presented by Marks, Dozier and Davis (1992) and Marks and Dozier (1992).

3.4 Methods

3.4.1 Priestley-Taylor model

Priestley and Taylor (1972) found that evapotranspiration for a saturated land or water

surface with minimal advection could be described using radiation data and a unitless co-

efficient, x, as follows:

LE=a (s/(s+y))(R-G) (2)

Priestley and Taylor found that on average for both saturated land and water surfaces a was

approximately 1.26. This observation has been substantiated by other investigators for a

variety of surface cover types (Davies and Allen, 1973; McNaughton and Black, 1973;
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Jury and Tanner, 1975; Kanemasu et al., 1976; Bailey and Davies, 1981; Parlange and

Katul, 1992; Pereira and Nova, 1992; Stannard, 1993). At hourly time scales, however, a

has been found to vary significantly throughout the day (Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Perei-

ra and Nova, 1992). For saturated surfaces, a has theoretical significance and can be

described as:

a= (*/xq)/(((s/(s+y))*(L*Aq+cp*AT)) (3)

where Aq and AT represent the mean surface humidity and temperature gradients,

respectively. For unsaturated surfaces, a is reduced and has generally been described us-

ing empirical approaches based on the degree of soil wetness (Priestley and Taylor, 1972;

Davies and Allen, 1973; Flint and Childs, 1991; Stannard, 1993). For this investigation,

surface conditions were assumed to be at saturation and a was determined at an hourly

time step from Equation (3). The Priestley-Taylor parameter was also maintained at a

constant value determined from the average of the calculated hourly parameter values.

The slope of the saturation vapor pressure-temperature curve, s, was approximated using

a method outlined by Running (1988):

s = (qsi qs2) / 100 (4)
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where qsi and q are the saturation vapor pressures (Pa) at Ta + 0.5 °C and Ta 0.5 °C

respectively.

Equations (2)-(4) require inputs of net radiation, surface conductive energy flux, air and

surface temperatures and humidities. Surface temperature and humidity parameters are

used in Equation (3) to derive the Priestley-Taylor parameter and are not required if a

constant a is used.

3.4.2 Penman-Monteith model

Combination methods for estimating latent energy exchange utilize the premise that if

the net radiation and conductive energy flux can be measured or estimated and sensible

energy can be measured by aerodynamic methods, the latent energy flux can be derived as

a residual in the energy balance (Brutsaert, 1982; Kanemasu, 1989; Monteith and Un-

sworth, 1990). Penman (1948) presented a combination approach for the calculation of the

latent energy flux for uniform, well watered, freely evaporating surfaces with minimal

advection. Monteith (1965) modified Penman's approach by incorporating a canopy re-

sistance term to approximate the physiological constraints imposed by vegetation and soil

factors on surface evapotranspiration under moisture limiting conditions. The Penman-

Monteith equation has been widely used for estimating the latent energy exchaiige over

uniform surfaces, such as bare soil and closed canopy conditions, at varying spatial scales

(McNaughton and Jarvis, 1984; Stewart, 1984; Running etal., 1989; Parlange and Katul,

1992). The method is based on the assumption that advection is minimal and the sources
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of sensible and latent energy are at the same height and temperature (i.e. big leaf assump-

tion). The big leaf assumption is generally satisfied by water, snow, bare soils or closed

canopies with adequate wind fetch but is not met by sparse or partially open canopy

conditions. Shuttleworth and Wallace (1985) modified the Penman-Monteith method for

sparse canopies by accounting for the evaporation from both vegetation and soil.

The latent energy flux was estimated using the Penman-Monteith approach described by

Stewart (1984):

LE = s (R G) + (pC (qsat q) / ra) / (s + y (1 + r / ra)) (5)

The slope of the saturation vapor pressure-temperature curve was estimated from Equation

(4) while air density, p, was calculated using a linear fit of air density to temperature

(Running and Coughian, 1988):

= (1.292 0.00428 * Ta) (6)

The aerodynamic resistance term, ra, was estimated using an approach described by Stew-

art (1984) and modified to correct for stability (Mahrt and Ek, 1984):

ra = F(log((z do) / zo))2 / k2 UI * F' (7)
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The stability function, F, can be expressed for stable and unstable atmospheric conditions

as follows:

For RB > 0:

F = eRB

For RB <0:

(8)

0.5

F = 1 15 * RB / I + 75 * (k2 / (ln (z do) / zo)2 * (-RiB * (z do) / Z) (9)

The bulk Richardson number, represents the ratio of the production of energy by

buoyancy forces to the dissipation of energy by mechanical turbulence at the surface. This

term can be expressed as:

2
RB = g *

(Ta T) * Z/Tavg * U

The Penman-Monteith model requires radiation, air temperature, humidity and hori-

zontal wind speed measurements at a single level, Zero plane displacement, d0, and

surface roughness, Z, were estimated from canopy and surface obstacle heights, h0, as

follows (Paeschke, 1937; Kondo, 1971; Brutsaert, 1982):

d0 = h0 * (2/3) (11)

ho=7.35*zo (12)
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Surface roughness heights were set to constant values of 1 cm and 0.75 cm for the grass and

snow surfaces, respectively. Representative values for zo were selected based upon site

observations and representative values in the literature for the general cover types (Oke,

19Th; Brutsaert, l92). At the grass site the canopy resistance term, r, was set to a con-

stant value of 40 s m1 to approximate the grass canopy resistance under near saturated

conditions (Jensen et al., 1990). At the snow site, the snowpack was assumed to represent

a frozen free water surface and the canopy resistance term was set equal to zero.

3.4.3 Aerodynamic turbulent transfer method

The turbulent transfer method attempts to describe the aerodynamics of flow near a

surface so that the transport of momentum, water vapor, and heat can be estimated. The

aerodynamic approach generally requires wind and humidity information at two or more

levels above the surface in order to describe the fluxes of energy and mass at the surface.

If the surface is wet and the surface temperature and roughness are known then latent and

sensible energy fluxes can be determined from air temperature, humidity and wind speed

information at a single measurement height (Brutsaert, 192; Marks and Dozier, 1992).

The method used for this experiment is an aerodynamic turbulent transfer model adapted

from Brutsaert (1982) and later modified by Marks (1988).

The following equations are solved iteratively to obtain estimates of the latent energy

flux at a point:
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Obukhov stability length:

L = (u p )/ [k g (H / (TaCp) + 0.61 E)j (13)

Friction velocity:

u = (u k) / in [((zn- do) / Z() (Wsm (z/L))I (14)

Sensible heat flux:

H ((0a 8) aFT k u p C) / in [((zT d0) / zo) (l1sh (z'/ L))1 (15)

Mass flux:

E = ((q q) aEk u* p) / In [((zq do) / zo) (zq/ L))j (16)

For this experiment, a11 and aE were assumed approximately equal to 1.0 (Brutsaert, 1982),

k, ZO and d0 were set to the constant values discussed previously. Measurement heights, z,

z and Z4 were 1.4 m and 1.0 m at the grass and snow sites, respectively. Station elevations,

z, were 70 m and 3087 m at the grass and snow sites, respectively. Temperature, humidity

and wind speed were obtained from station measurement data. The friction velocity, u*,

was solved iteratively in Equations (13)-(16). The stability functions for momentum, 141sm'

water vapor, and heat, Wsh' were calculated as follows:
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For stable conditions, = (z/L) > 0):

111cm ( llJsv ( ) = 111sh () = s' < = 5 (17)

1Vsm()= 'l'sv() 111sh()13s, >1, 13s = 5 (18)

For unstable conditions ( (z/L) <0):

X = (1 13

)hI4,
F3 = 16 (19)

j1sm = 21n[(1+X)/21+lnRl +X2)/21-2 arctanX+ir/2 (20)

NJsh(c) 1jJw()= 21n[(l + X2)/21 (21)

3.5 Climate and radiation

The three most critical terms in the calculation of latent energy exchange using the

turbulent transfer method are wind speed, and the humidity difference between the air and

surface. Air and surface temperatures only affect the estimated latent energy exchange

indirectly through the calculation of surface humidity and stability. Available radiant en-

ergy at the surface, wind speed and the humidity deficit of the air are the most critical terms

in the Penman-Monteith equations while the Priestley-Taylor model is primarily depen-

dent on the available radiant energy term. The relative importance of wind, humidity,

temperature and radiation in the determination of latent energy exchange using these meth-

ods is dependent on the relative magnitudes of the input parameters and can be expected to

vary depending on temporal and site conditions.
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One of the objectives of this investigation is to evaluate the applicability of the Penman-

Monteith, Priestley-Taylor and turbulent transfer models over variable surface cover and

climate conditions that might be expected when applying these models at more regional

scales. One of the fundamental factors governing the use of aerodynamic and combination

energy balance models is the availability of detailed meteorological and radiation data re-

quired for model inputs. Detailed temperature, humidity, wind and radiation data are

rarely available from meteorological stations at more than a single measurement height.

These limitations generally require some simplification of model inputs. Continuous,

hourly records of climate and radiation data were obtained at the snow and grass sites for

the study periods discussed previously. Model inputs were derived from measurements of

surface temperature and radiation, wind, humidity and air temperature at a single height.

Additional model input requirements were derived from assumptions of surface

conditions. At the snow site, the surface was assumed to be at saturation and surface vapor

pressures were approximated as the saturation vapor pressures at the measured surface

temperatures. At the grass site the surface was maintained near saturated conditions and

the saturation vapor pressure at the measured surface temperature was used as a surrogate

for a surface vapor pressure measurement. Horizontal wind speeds at the surface were also

assumed to be zero.

3.5.1 Wind

The Emerald Lake site was situated on an exposed, high elevation ridge top and had

much larger wind velocity daily means, maxima, minima and diurnal amplitudes than the
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grass site. Daily winds over the snow surface were fairly strong and steady, averaging

approximately 13 m s over the entire study period. On several occasions winds attained

velocities in excess of 25 ms1 and only rarely dropped below 4 ms1. The grass site was

characterized by fairly calm conditions with generally light winds which averaged only 14

% of wind velocities at the alpine site. Hourly winds at the grass site exhibited a mean

diurnal range of 2.9 m s1 with average daily velocities of less than 2 m s1 over the 10 day

study period. Wind data from both sites showed strong diurnal patterns which were fairly

consistent on a daily basis.

3.5.2 Temperature

The Emerald Lake site remained snow covered during the entire period of data

collection. Surface temperatures at the site were thus constrained to be 0.0 °C throughout

the entire data collection period. Air temperatures over the snow surface were generally

cool ( 3.1 °C; Std. Dev. = 7.9 °C) and exhibited a moderate diurnal amplitude of ap-

proximately 14 °C ranging between early afternoon maxima and pre-dawn minima.

Estimated surface temperatures closely tracked the diurnal progression of air temperatures

and ranged from daily maxima of 0.0 °C in the early afternoon periods to pre-dawn minima

of approximately -10 °C. Hourly temperature gradients between the snow surface and

overlying air were predominantly negative, averaging approximately -7 °C (i.e. Std. Dev.

= 4.93) over the entire study period. These results indicated a net daily transfer of sensible

energy to the snow surface. On a daily basis, the temperature gradient over the snow sur-

face ranged from a maximum of approximately -15 °C during early afternoon to -3 °C at
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night, resulting in a diurnal range of approximately 12 °C. Near zero or positive tempera-

ture gradients at night were mainly the result of radiant cooling of the air near the surface.

Mean surface and air temperatures at the grass site were much warmer than temperatures

observed at the alpine site. Mean hourly surface temperatures were 17.6 °C (i.e. Std. Dev.

= 8.1 °C) but sometimes ranged as high as 30 °C at mid-day. Air temperatures followed a

similar diurnal pattern but had slightly lower daily mean, maximum and minimum values

than the surface. Air and surface temperatures at the grass site exhibited large diurnal

amplitudes of approximately 14 °C and 23 °C, respectively, with a mean surface temper-

ature amplitude approximately 60 % larger than the air temperature amplitude. The mean

hourly temperature gradient between the surface and the air ranged from a positive 8.7 °C

during the day when surface temperatures were warmer than the overlying air to a negative

-2. 1 °C at night in response to radiant cooling of the surface. On a daily basis this pattern

resulted in a positive though fairly small mean hourly temperature gradient of 0.65 °C (i.e.

Std. Dev. = 4.0 °C).

3.5.3 Humidity

The grass site was characterized by much larger average daily humidities than the snow

site. These conditions were generally attributed to much warmer surface and air

temperatures. Humidities at both sites exhibited distinct diurnal patterns corresponding to

daily temperature progressions that were generally consistent over the data sampling

periods. The magnitude and diurnal range of air and estimated surface humidities and the
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estimated vapor pressure gradient between the surface and air were fairly large over the

grass surface. These conditions are mainly attributed to the extreme daily range in surface

heating and cooling observed at the site. The maximum estimated hourly humidity gradi-

ent was a strongly positive 29.2 mb during the day but decreased to a slightly negative -2.1

mb at night due to radiative cooling and saturation of the air near the surface. Over a 24

hour period the mean hourly estimated humidity gradient was approximately .5 mb (i.e.

Std. Dev. = 11.1 mb),

The mean hourly vapor pressure deficit of the air over the grass surface was 6.3 mb (i.e.

Std. Dev. = 6.6 mb) and ranged from a maximum of approximately 16 mb during the early

afternoon to a minimum of -0.04 mb at night. On a daily basis the vapor pressure deficit

was relatively large but was only 74 % of the magnitude of the estimated humidity gradient

between the surface and the air due to the much larger range in estimated daily surface

vapor pressures relative to the air.

Because snow is composed of a mixture of ice, water and air, it was assumed that the air

fraction is always saturated and that the snow surface vapor pressure is the saturation vapor

pressure at the estimated snow surface temperature (Marks and Dozier, 1992). Estimated

snow surface vapor pressures were therefore constrained to be less than or equal to 6.1 mb

which is the saturation vapor pressure at a temperature of 0.0 °C. Mean hourly estimated

snow surface vapor pressures were approximately 4.5 mb (i.e. Std. Dev. = 1.3 mb) and

represented only 20 % of the magnitute of surface vapor pressures at the warmer grass site.

Mean hourly air vapor pressures were also low ( 1.7 mb; Std. Dev. = 0.24 mb) and ex-

hibited a maximum diurnal amplitude of 0.6 mb which was only 11 % of the maximum
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diurnal amplitude in vapor pressure at the grass site. The magnitude and diurnal range of

the humidity gradient between the snow surface and air was also small due to the fairly

cold surface and air temperatures observed at the snow site. The mean hourly humidity

gradient was approximately 3 mb (i.e. Std. Dcv. = 1.3 mb) which represented only 33 % of

the magnitude of the humidity gradient at the grass site. Over a 24 hour period the esti-

mated humidity gradient at the snow site was always positive, ranging from a maximum of

4.6 mb during the early afternoon to a minimum of 4.1 mb at night. Air conditions over the

snow surface were generally dry over the entire study period resulting in a mean hourly

vapor pressure deficit of 7.1 mb (i.e. Std. Dev. = 5.4 mb) that was approximately 2.5 times

greater than the surface-atmosphere vapor pressure gradient. The vapor pressure deficit of

the air exhibited a fairly large maximum diurnal amplitude of approximately 13 mb which

ranged from 15.9 mb during early afternoon to 2. mb at night.

3.5.4 Available energy

The amount of available radiant energy used to drive sensible and latent energy cx-

change at the grass site was calculated as the difference between mean hourly net radiative

and conductive energy fluxes (i.e. R and G). On an hourly basis R averaged approxi-

mately 147 W m2 (i.e. Std. Dcv. = 213 W m2). Weather conditions at the grass site were

predominantly clear over the entire study period; thus at hourly time scales R followed a

regular diurnal progression ranging from a minimum of -48.6 W m2 at night to a maximum

of 520.3 W m2 during early afternoon. The amount of energy transferred by conduction

followed a similar pattern but represented only 4,8 % of R due to the fairly low thermal



conductivity of the soil. The available radiant energy term was therefore predominantly

influenced by R and ranged from a minimum of -10. W m2 at night to a maximum of

approximately 417.4W m2 during the mid-day periods. The mean hourly available energy

flux was a positive 140 W m2 (i.e. Std. Dev. = 163.0 W m2) which represented a fairly

substantial amount of radiant energy available for evaporation.

The amount of available radiant energy over the snow surface was determined as the

difference between R and the snowpack energy term, Q. The snowpack energy content

was derived using snowpack measurement data and an energy balance-snowmelt model

described by Marks (i9) and Marks and Dozier (1992).

The mean hourly net radiant energy flux at the snow site was approximately 9.5 W m2

(i.e. Std. Dev. = 90.0 W m2) which represented only 6.4 % of mean hourly R at the grass

site. The relatively low magnitude of R was due primarily to the high albedo of the snow

surface. The magnitude of R followed a distinct diurnal pattern driven by temporal vari-

ations in the relative proportions of solar and thermal incidence and exidence. R ranged

from a maximum daily value of 174.3 W m2 during mid-day to -l.5 W m2 at night.

The amount of energy attributed to Q also followed a distinct diurnal pattern. The

snowpack generally experienced a warming trend in the morning in response to increasing

R resulting in a positive Q which attained a maximum daily flux of approximately 283 W

m2 by early afternoon. The snowpack generally cooled rapidly following the peak in R,

attaining minimum values of approximately -234 W m2 by late evening. The mean hourly

Q flux was approximately 13 W m2 (i.e. Std. Dev. = 137.0 W m2) indicating a slight, net

increase snowpack energy over the study period.
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On average, Q was 37 % larger than R and represented a major component of the

available radiant energy. The amount of available radiant energy was generally negative

in the morning when the snow surface was warming. In the afternoon and evening periods

the available energy term became positive in response to the cooling snowcover. At night,

both R and Q were generally negative, resulting in a positive snowpack available energy

term. Over the entire study period the mean available energy flux was only -3.4 W m2 (i.e.

Std. Dev. = 96.0 W m2) indicating that on average, little radiant energy was available to

contribute to surface sublimation.

3.6 Results and discussion

The turbulent transfer, Penman-Monteith and Priestley-Taylor models were evaluated

using hourly wind, temperature, humidity and radiation data collected over the snow and

grass sites. Linear regression and error analyses were used to evaluate the agreement be-

tween estimates of hourly latent energy exchange and model sensitivities to climate and

radiation parameters. Daily accumulations of estimated E and sublimation were also

compared. Bowen ratio estimates of hourly ET were used to help validate model results at

the grass site while estimates of the snowcover water balance derived from precipitation

and snowcover properties measurements were used to help validate model results at the

alpine site.
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3.6.1 Model sensitivities to climate and radiation

Hourly data for each site were segregated into 3 data sets representing morning (0700-1

200 hours), mid-day (1300-1700 hours) and night (1800-240() hours) conditions in order to

normalize the data relationships and evaluate model sensitivities to climate and radiation

parameters. Correlation coefficients were computed and multiple linear regression analy-

ses were performed between model estimates of E and the climate and radiation

parameters used to calculate LE in each model. These results are summarized in Table

3. 1. The models were generally most sensitive to the parameters that exhibited the largest

magnitudes and diurnal amplitudes at each site. The grass site was characterized by large

amounts of available energy during the day. A large degree of surface heating at the grass

site produced substantial diurnal amplitudes in temperatures and humidities but light wind

speeds tended to minimize turbulent fluxes at the surface, At the snow site, air conditions

were fairly dry and wind velocities were quite large resulting in large saturation vapor

pressure deficits and turbulent fluxes at the surface even though temperature and humidity

gradients were relatively small.

Correlation and standardized partial regression coefficients indicate that the turbulent

transfer model was most sensitive to the vapor pressure gradient at the grass site while

wind speed generally controlled LE over the snow surface. Warm air temperatures and

the large amount of R and relatively small G (i.e. 3-5 % of R) at the grass site resulted in

a strong dependence of Penman-Monteith model results on available radiant energy and to

a lesser extent, the vapor pressure deficit during the day. At night both terms exerted a

fairly equal influence on E estimates. The light wind speeds at the grass site did not
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Table 3.1. Correlation coefficients and multiple linear regression results between latent
energy flux estimates and selected data parameters. Results are based on data collected
under morning (0700-1200 Hrs., AM), afternoon (1300-1600 Hrs., PM) and night (1700-0
600 Hrs., N) conditions

TURBULENT TRANSFER MODEL
AM___________ PM N

GRASS
SITE_________________

qs-qa u qs-qa u qs-qa u

Std. Regr.
Coeff.

-0.91 -0.20 -0.94 -0.26 -0.70 -0.20

Prob. 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
PartialF 1126 57 1342 106 159 17
r-value -0.96 -0.41 -0.95 -0.29 -0.84 -0.65

SNOW

SITE_________________
qs-qa u qs-qa u qs-qa u

Std. Regr.
Coeff.

0.002 -0.88 -0.14 -0.9 -0.17 -0.75

0.9575 0.0001 0.0094 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
Partial F 0.0029 366.7 6.9 316 16 317
r-value 0.36 -0.88 0.20 -0.86 0.03 -0.71

PENMAN-MONTEITH MODEL
AM PM N

GRASS
SITE________

qsat-qa u Rn-G qsat-qa u Rn-G qsat-qa u Rn-G

Std. Regr.
Coeff.

-0.34 0.02 -0.68 -0.43 -0.08 -0.68 -0.51 -0.14 -0.49

Prob. 0.0001 0.03 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 -0.51 -0.14 -0.49
PartialF 313 4.9 1166 1150 60 2790 32.6 11.0 33.3
r-value -0.95 -0.34 -0.99 -0.80 -0.14 -0.93 -0.90 -0.62 -0.89

SNOW qsat-qa u Rn-Q qsat-qa u Rn-Q qsat-qa u Rn-Q
SITE________
Std. Regr.
Coeff._____

-0.39 -1.0 -0.20 -0.40 -0.98 -0.22 -0.56 -0.80 -0.21

Prob. 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001
PartialF 129 787 40 29 218 11 547 1096 77
r-value 0.13 -0.85 -0.47 0.42 -0.84 -0.51 -0.41 -0.69 -0.30

directly influence Penman-Monteith E estimates but created large aerodynamic resistanc-

es that strongly moderated vapor pressure deficit effects on E. Large wind velocities, dry

air conditions and low available radiant energy conditions at the snow site resulted in a
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strong association between Penman-Monteith sublimation estimates and the wind speed

and vapor pressure deficit of the air, respectively.

The calculated Priestley-Taylor parameter values (a) exhibited little variation at both

hourly and daily time steps. Averaged hourly a values were 1.74 (i.e. Std. Dev. = 0.3) and

1.24 (i.e. Std. Dev. = 0.18) for the snow and grass sites, respectively. The differences

between the parameters are atibuted to large differences in temperature and surface con-

ditions between both sites. Over both sites, Priestley-Taylor model results were controlled

by the available radiant energy terms (i.e. R-G and R-Q). Temperature and humidity

gradient information was used to calculate a but did not exert a major influence on LE

estimates.

3.6.2 Model comparisons of hourly E and sublimation

Plots of hourly meteorological conditions and estimated LE for selected days are pre-

sented in Figures 3. 1 and 3.2 for the grass site and Figures 3.3 and 3.4 for the alpine snow

site. Linear regression and model results are summarized in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 and plots

of model differences from Bowen ratio results are presented in Figure 3.5. The results for

the grass site data show that the three models produced similar estimates of daily E but

that the turbulent transfer model produced markedly different estimates of hourly LYE.

Model estimated LE fluxes generally followed the diurnal progressions of wind, available

energy and humidity parameters, becoming maximized away from the surface (i.e. nega-

tive flux) in the early afternoon, when both available energy and turbulence were
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maximized, and negligible at night when available energy and turbulence were generally at

a minimum. At the grass site, mean differences in estimated E between the Bowen ratio

method and Penman-Monteith, turbulent transfer and Priestley-Taylor models were 0.5

mm day (i.e. Std. Dev. =0.4mm day1), 0.8 mm day1 (i.e. Std. Dcv. =0.6mm day1) and

0.9 mm day1 (i.e. Std. Dev. = 0.35 mm day1), respectively. Overall, aerodynamic turbu-

lent transfer, Penman-Monteith and Priestley-Taylor mean daily E estimates were within

1.0 mm day of Bowen ratio results and maximum daily E differences were within 1.6

mm day of Bowen ratio results.

At hourly temporal scales, mean differences between Bowen ratio and Penman-

Monteith, turbulent transfer and Priestley-Taylor models were 15.3 W m2 (i.e. Std. Dcv. =

26.0W m2), 22.1 W m2 (i.e. Std. Dev. = 82.8W m2) and 28.2W m2 (i.e. Std. Dev. = 41.3

w m2), respectively. The turbulent transfer model tended to under-predict LE relative to

Bowen ratio method (i.e. LE difference <68 W m2) in the morning hours between sunrise

and 10:00 a.m. and to a greater extent in the evening between approximately 4:00 p.m. and

sunset (i.e. LE difference <268 W m2). During mid-day periods between approximately

10:0() am. and 3:00 p.m. the turbulent transfer model over predicted LyE relative to the

Bowen ratio by up to 291 W m2. The degree to which turbulent transfer and Bowen ratio

results differed was greatest on clear days when estimated surface humidities and estimat-

ed surface-atmosphere humidity gradients were highest and minimal on cloudy days.

Linear regression results for the grass site data showed that the Bowen ratio method

accounted for approximately 84 % of the variability in turbulent transfer model estimates

of hourly LE (i.e. Std. Error = 72.6 W m2). The slope of the regression indicated that
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Table 3.2. Linear regression results between Bowen ratio (BR), turbulent transfer (TI'),
Penman-.Monteith (PM) and calculated (PT1) and constant (FF2) a versions of the
Priestley-Taylor model. Results are based on hourly latent energy flux estimates

GRASS SITE

SNOW SITE

TTvs. PM 0.97 31.5 1.37

TT vs. PT1 0.05 79.0 0.09

Ti' vs. PT2 0.04 79.0 0.08

PM vs. PT1 0.02 79.0 0.05

PM vs. PT2 0.02 79.0 0.04

PT! vs. FF2 0.97 15.7 0.97

X Y RA2 Std. Err.
(W m"-2)

Slope of
Regr.

BR vs. TI' 0.84 72.6 1.32

BR vs. PM 0.96 25.7 1.04

BR vs. FF1 0.96 30.5 1.22

BR vs. PT2 0.96 30.4 1.19

TTvs.PM 0.81 61.2 0.86

TT vs. PT1 0.89 47.6 0.91

i'T vs. PT2 0.90 47.6 0.88

PM vs. FF1 0.96 34.0 1.02

PM vs. FF2 0.95 34.0 0.99

FF1 vs. FF2 0.99 6.8 0.97

the turbulent transfer model tended to overpredict LE relative to the Bowen ratio by ap-

proximately 32 %. The Bowen ratio method accounted for a much larger 96 % of the

variability in the Penman-Monteith and calculated and constant a versions of the Priestley-

Taylor methods, with standard errors of 25.7, 30.5 and 30.4 W m2, respectively. The

slopes of the regressions showed that the Penman-Monteith and calculated and constant a



versions of the Priestley-Taylor methods over-predicted L,E relative to the Bowen ratio

method by 4, 22 and 19 percent, respectively.

Table 3.3. Summary of estimated potential evaporation and sublimation. Results are
based on daily and total length of study period time-scales

GRASS SITE
mean

(mm day"- 1)
max.

(mm day"- 1)

mm.
(mm day"- 1)

Std. Dev.
(mm day"- 1)

Total
(mm)

BR -3.8 -5.0 -2.8 0.6 -38

iT -4.6 -5.8 -3.2 0.9 -46

PM -4.3 -5.3 -3.1 0.7 -43

PT1 -4.8 -5.4 -3.7 0.6 -48

PT2 -4.7 -5.4 -3.5 0.7 -47

SNOW SITE

Ti' -4.7 -9.0 -1.7 2.1 -109

PM -6.7 -12.6 -2.3 2.8 -156

PT! 0.2 1.4 -1.2 0.7 3

FF2 0.2 1.6 -1.0 0.7 4

Overall, the three models tended to overpredict LE relative to Bowen ratio results. The

Penman-Monteith method compared most favorably with Bowen ratio results at both hour-

ly and daily time periods. The Priestley-Taylor methods also compared similarly with

Bowen ratio results though to a lesser degree than the Penman-Monteith method. The

turbulent transfer method produced similar estimates of daily E as the Bowen ratio meth-

od but on an hourly basis this method tended to over-estimate LE relative to the Bowen

ratio method during mid-day periods and underestimate LE during morning and evening
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Figure 3.1. Plots of hourly climate, radiation and estimated latent energy exchange for a
representative cloudy day at the grass site
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Figure 3.3. Plots of hourly climate, radiation and estimated latent energy exchange for
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Figure 3.4. Plots of hourly climate, radiation and estimated latent energy exchange for
May 1, 1986 at the snow site
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periods resulting in fairly substantial estimation differences of up to 290 W m2. The dif-

ferences between Bowen ratio and model LE estimates were most likely due to experi-

mental assumptions of saturated conditions. The Penman-Monteith and Priestley-Taylor

models incorporated only minimal surface resistances. A primary experimental assump-

tion of the turbulent transfer model was that q was the saturation value at T. The turbulent

transfer model thus approximates conditions over a free water surface with no surface re-

sistances to restrict the transport of water vapor. Surface saturation is also assumed in

Equation (3) in order to derive a. Large surface temperatures during clear, mid-day pen-

ods, however, indicate that vegetation was probably under a certain degree of stress and the

actual specific humidity was less than the saturated value at the surface temperature.

Cloudy days had more moderate estimated surface humidities and lower wind speeds and

more closely resembled potential conditions resulting in a higher correspondence between

Bowen ratio, turbulent transfer and Pniestley-Taylor LE estimates.

Regression results on the grass site data showed that Priestley-Taylor LE estimates

derived using a calculated a accounted for approximately 98 % of the variance in Pniestley-

Taylor results derived using a constant a (i.e. Std. error = 6.8 W m2). The average dif-

ference in estimated LE between the two methods was only 3.4 W m2 (i.e. Std. Dev. = 6.8

W m2) indicating that the results of the two Pniestley-Taylor methods were virtually in-

distinguishable from one another.

Regression and error analyses showed general agreement between the three models at

the grass site. The Penman-Moneith and Priestley-Taylor methods, however, were more

closely associated with each other (i.e. R2 = 0.96 Std. error = 34.0 W m2) than with the
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turbulent transfer model (i.e. TT vs. PM: R2 = ftl, Std. error = 61.3 W m2; TI vs. PT: R2

= O.5, Std. error = 54.4 W m2) because they were primarily driven by available energy

rather than turbulence and were less dependent on the assumption of surface saturation.

The turbulent transfer model generally underestimated LE relative to the other methods in

the morning and evening periods and overestimated the other methods during the mid-day

periods between 10 a.m. and 3 p.m. These observed differences in the morning and

evening periods may be attributed to a time lag between available energy, driven by R,

and temperature and humidity gradients. The Bowen ratio, Penman-Montieth and

Priestley-Taylor models respond directly to the amount of available radiant energy and

predicted latent energy fluxes away from the surface when the available energy term was

positive. Because G was fairly small at the grass site, the available energy term was usu-

ally positive at sunrise once R was sufficiently greater than G. The turbulent transfer

mode! responds directly to wind speed and the surface-atmosphere humidity gradient and

did not predict an evaporative flux until approximately 1-2 hours after sunrise when sur-

face temperatures had warmed sufficiently to produce a positive humidity gradient. At

mid-day, large surface-atmosphere humidity gradients driven by very warm surface tern-

peratures resulted in generally greater turbulent transfer evaporative flux estimates than the

other methods. During evening the grass surface generally cooled rapidly resulting in a

larger rate of decrease in turbulent transfer LE estimates than Penman-Monteith and

Priestley-Taylor model results.

At the snow site, Penman-Monteith and turbulent transfer model evaporative flux esti-

mates were primarily negative (i.e. away from the surface) due to a high degree of
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turbulence driven by high winds and cold, dry conditions over the entire study period.

Sublimation estimates were large, averaging approximately 3.4 and 2.5 mm day' for the

Penman-Monteith and turbulent transfer models, respectively. The models tracked each

other closely at the hourly time step. This observation is supported by regression results

which indicated a strong relationship (i.e. R2 = 0.97; Std. error = 31.5 W m2) between the

models. Although the models were highly correlated, the slope of the regression was pos-

itive ( 1.37) indicating that on average, the Penman-Monteith model overestimated hourly

sublimation by 37 % relative to the turbulent transfer model. This offset ranged from a

mid-day maximum of approximately 236 W m2 to a minimum of 79 W m2 at night. Dif-

ferences between Penman-Monteith and turbulent transfer results were largely due to the

magnitude of the differences between the humidity deficit (qsat-qa) and gradient (qs-qa)

terms used to calculate LE in the Penman-Monteith and turbulent transfer models,

respectively. Plots of the diurnal progressions of these terms (e.g. Figures 3.3 3.4) show

that the average hourly, vapor pressure deficit term was 2.5 times larger than the estimated

vapor pressure gradient term, resulting in Penman-Monteith LE estimates that were ap-

proximately 1.4 times larger than turbulent transfer model results.

Regression analyses showed that both versions of the Priestley-Taylor model were

virtually identical at the snow site (i.e. R2 = 0.97; Std. error = 7.9 W m2) with model

differences within 79 W m2 (Avg. = 0.8 W m2; Std. Dcv. = 16 W m2), indicating that

model results were consistent regardless of whether a calculated or constant a term was

used. Priestley-Taylor model LE estimates ranged from slightly negative during the day

to positive at night in response to daily progressions of available radiant energy. This
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pattern resulted in an average daily condensation of 0.2 mm day1 (Std. Dev. = 0.7 mm

day') and a cumulative net gain to the snowpack of 3.5 mm for the 22 day study period.

Measured snowpack losses and gains from sublimation and condensation were calcu-

lated as residuals from cumulative precipitation and net snowpack water loss measure-

ments for the 22 day study period and were used to verify model results, These results are

summarized in Table 3.4. Snowpack sublimation was estimated using a mass difference

method from snow depth and profile density measurements taken from snow pits at the

beginning and end of the 22 day study period. Initial and final snow depth measurements

were 6 m and 5.9 m, respectively. Measured snow densities were approximately 548 kg

m3 with a range of measurement error of 25 kg m3. Snowpack sublimation estimated

from the snow measurements was approximately -155 mm but due to the extreme depth of

snowcover and measurement accuracies, values from -57 mm to -171 mm are considered

to be within the noise of the measurement methods.

Cumulative snowpack water losses from sublimation for the 22 day study period were

approximately 109 and 156 mm for the turbulent transfer and Penman-Monteith models,

respectively. The Penman-Monteith model compared well with snowpack measurements,

predicting within 99 % of measured sublimation losses. The turbulent transfer method also

compared favorably with measured results considering the range of sublimation estimation

accuracy of between -57 mm and -171 mm for the 22 day study period. The turbulent

transfer method accounted for approximately 70 % of measured losses with an estimation

error of approximately 30 %. The Priestley-Taylor methods predicted a total gain to the

snowpack of approximately 3.5 mm resulting in a large estimation error of approximately
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102%. These results indicate that the Priestley-Taylor models did not adequately account

for sublimation over the snow site.

Table 3.4. Comparison of model results with a snowcover mass balance. The snowcover
mass balance was derived from precipitation, snow depth and density profile measurements

Estimated
Params.

cit

Model
Params.

GAIN
(mm)

LOST
(mm)

Sublimation
Difference

(Meas.-Est.)
(n)

Est. / Meas. I

Sublimation
(%)

Runoff -2

Sublimation* -155

Net Change in -101

Snowpack
11 -109 46 70

liii
*Sublimation calculated from a mass difference method resulting in an estimated
range from -57 mm to -171 mm

Sublimation was the dominant process controlling snowpack mass losses over the 22

day study period, accounting for approximately 3 % of the 5.9 m snowpack depth. The

estimation errors for the turbulent transfer, Penman-Monteith arid Priestley-Taylor models

represented approximately 0.8, 0.6 and 3 % of the total snowpack. Given the range of

sublimation estimation error, these results indicate that the Penman-Monteith and turbulent

transfer models are adequate estimators of snowpack latent energy exchange. The as-

sumption of a correlation between R and LE inherent in the Priestley-Taylor method does
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not appear to hold over snow when the turbulent flux is large and available radiant energy

is minimal or negative. As a result, the Priestley-Taylor model appears to be an unreliable

estimator of latent energy exchange over a snowpack.

3.7 Summary and conclusions

The turbulent transfer, Penman-Monteith and Priestley-Taylor models were generally

found to be most sensitive to the climate or radiation parameters that exhibited the largest

magnitudes and hourly variations at each site. At the grass site where air temperatures

were relatively warm, wind speeds were low and the magnitudes and diurnal ranges in

surface temperatures and net radiation were large, the turbulent transfer model was most

sensitive to the surface-atmosphere humidity gradient while the Penman-Monteith model

responded primarily to the available radiant energy term followed by the vapor pressure

deficit. The snow site was characterized by cold, dry, stable conditions with high winds

where available radiant energy was frequently near zero or negative. The turbulent transfer

model was found to respond primarily to wind speed at this site while the Penman-

Monteith model was most sensitive to wind speed followed by the vapor pressure deficit.

The Priestley-Taylor model responded primarily to available energy over both snow and

grass surfaces since temperatures and humidities were only used indirectly to calculate a.

On a daily basis the three models produced similar results over the grass site where the

turbulent fluxes were small and available energy was large and positive. On an hourly

basis the three models compared similarly with Bowen ratio results on cloudy days. On
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clear days the Penman-Monteith method was most comparable to Bowen ratio results fol-

lowed by the Priestley-Taylor models, but differences between Bowen ratio and turbulent

transfer hourly LE estimates were generally much greater, especially during mid-day pe-

nods when surface temperatures were maximized. These differences were generally

attributed to turbulent transfer model experimental assumptions of surface saturation and

zero canopy resistances and an observed time lag between the diurnal progressions of sur-

face heating and cooling and net radiation.

At the alpine site, available radiant energy was frequently near zero or negative and the

turbulent flux was large. Under these conditions the turbulent transfer and Penman-

Montieth model results were highly correlated at the hourly time step though the Penman-

Monteith model predicted an evaporative flux which was approximately 3 times larger

than the turbulent transfer model. The model differences were generally attributed to dif-

ferences between the vapor pressure deficit and estimated humidity gradient terms.

The Priestley-Taylor model performed remarkably well over the vegetated surface

considering its simplistic design relative to the other two methods though the method gen-

erally overestimated E due to assumptions of surface saturation. The Priestley-Taylor

model performed similarly using either a calculated or constant c term at hourly time steps.

Thus any additional information derived by calculating the a term appears to be unwar-

ranted given the loss of model simplicity. The Priestley-Taylor model consistently

underestimated sublimation compared to the Penman-Monteith and turbulent transfer

models at the snow site under conditions where the available radiant energy was near zero

or negative and turbulent fluxes were large. These results indicate that this method's use-
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fulness may be limited to conditions where available radiant energy is well correlated with

turbulent fluxes and dominates the evaporative process.

3.8 Terms

A = Advective energy flux (W m2)

aH, aE = Ratio of eddy diffusivity and viscosity for heat and water vapor (aH = aE 1.0)

C = Specific heat of dry air at constant pressure (1005 J kg1 K')
d0 = Zero plane displacement (m)

ET = Evapotranspiration (mm)
ET Potential evapotranspiration (mm)
E = Potential evaporation (mm)
E = Mass flux by evaporation or condensation (kg m2 s)
F = Stability function (dimensionless)

g Acceleration of gravity (= 9.80616 m 1)

G = Surface conductive energy flux (W m2)

H = Sensible energy flux (W m2)

h0 = Height of roughness obstacle (m)
k Von Karirien's constant ( 0.4)

L = Obukhov stability length (m)

= Latent heat of vaporization or sublimation (J kg')
PM = Penman-Monteith model
PT = Priestley-Taylor model
Q = Snow cover energy flux (W m2)

Aq = Near surface humidity gradient (mb)

q, qs Specific humidity of the air and surface (gm kg1)

q = Vapor pressure of air (mb)

qsat = Saturation vapor pressure of air (mb)

ra = Aerodynamic resistance (s m)
r = Canopy resistance (s m)

= Bulk Richardson number for the surface layer
R = Net radiation (W m2)

s = Slope of the saturation vapor pressure-temperature curve (mb)

T, Ta, Tavg = Surface, air and averaged profile air temperatures (K)
= Near surface temperature gradient (K)

TI = Turbulent transfer model
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= Friction velocity (m 1)

u = Horizontal wind velocity at height z (m s')
Z, Zt, Zq Measurement heights for wind, temperature and humidity (m)
z0 = Surface roughness (m)

Zm, Zh, z = Surface roughness for momentum, heat and water vapor (m)
z = Measurement height (m)
p = Air density (kg m3)

Tsm, kPSh, tPs, = Dimentionless stability functions for momentum, heat and water vapor
I = Psychrometric constant ( 0.66 mb K')

0a ,0s = Potential temperature of air and surface (K)

a = Priestley-Taylor parameter (Dimensionless)
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4 THE EFFECTS OF DATA TEMPORAL SCALE ON SURFACE ENERGY
EXCHANGE CALCULATIONS

4.1 Abstract

The purpose of this study was to evaluate the effect of temporally averaged data on

estimates of sensible and latent energy exchange, potential evaporation and

sublimation. Temperature, wind and humidity data were collected by integration over

20 minute time intervals over a stand of Alta fescue grass for 10 days and over an

alpine snowcover for approximately 12 months. Hourly meteorological data were av-

eraged over 3, 6, 12, and 24 hour time intervals. An aerodynamic turbulent transfer

model was used to calculate sensible and latent energy fluxes, potential evaporation

and sublimation from these data and the results were compared with model results de-

rived from the hourly meteorological data. Estimated energy and mass fluxes over the

alpine snowpack were relatively unaffected as temperature, humidity and wind speed

data were averaged from ito 24 hours, The magnitudes of the fluxes were increasingly

underestimated using coarser temporal resolution data over the grass surface. The

proportions of sensible and latent energy fluxes in the net turbulent transfer over the

grass surface were maintained at approximately 10 and 90 percent, respectively, up to

a 6 hour time interval but were altered to 3 and 97 percent, respectively, at the 12 and

24 hour time intervals. Estimated energy fluxes over the grass cover were maintained

within approximately 93% of hourly estimates up to the 6 hour time period but were

reduced to less than 50% of hourly estimates at coarser temporal scales. The Standard
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Error of the Estimate between estimated E and reference conditions was generally

within 0.4 mm day' using 3 and 6 hour data but increased to more than 1.7 mm day1

using 12 and 24 hour data. The results of this study illustrate the importance of the

diurnal range of wind and humidity on energy and mass flux calculations and provide

a framework for the application of temporally averaged data in hydrologic studies.

4.2 Introduction

Surface fluxes of momentum, heat and moisture are major surface-atmosphere

interactions which strongly influence, both directly and indirectly, key hydrologic pro-

cesses such as snow metamorphism, runoff and available moisture through the

regulation of surface energy. A substantial amount of research has been devoted to-

wards the development of accurate parameterizations of these fluxes (Monteith, 1965;

Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Brutsaert, 1982; Sharma, 1985; Monteith and Unsworth,

1990). Numerous micrometeorological approaches have been developed for estimat-

ing surface energy and moisture conditions. Most of these methods utilize hydrologic,

meteorologic and plant physiological concepts to varying degrees to derive estimates

of sensible and latent energy and mass exchange. These methods range in complexity

from simple empirical approaches to more detailed, process oriented models that re-

quire inputs of temperature, humidity, wind velocity at one or more levels and radiant

energy. The choice of model is generally dependent on the accuracy desired, the avail-

ability of quality, hydrologic and meteorological data and the temporal and spatial

scales involved.
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Aerodynamic turbulent transfer methods have been shown to accurately parame-

terize sensible and latent energy over a variety of surface conditions when driven by

high quality input data (Brutsaert, 1982; Stewart, 1982; Marks and Dozier, 1992).

These data generally consist of temperature, humidity and wind speed measurements at

2 or more levels. The turbulent transfer methods have generally been developed for use

with high temporal resolution data on the order of minutes to an hour. The meteoro-

logical data required to drive these models, however, are rarely available at less than

daily time periods.

Latent energy exchange in the forms of evaporation, condensation and sublimation

represents the linkage between surface-atmosphere hydrologic and energy exchange

processes. The accurate parameterization of latent energy is therefore of major im-

portance in hydrologic research. The latent energy exchange from a cold snow surface

represents a complex process whereby ice moves directly to the gaseous phase and

back again by the process of sublimation. Latent energy exchange between a snow-

pack and the atmosphere can also occur in the form of evaporation and condensation of

liquid water but this process is generally considered minimal when the temperature of

the surface layer of the snowpack is less than 0.0 °C (Male and Gray, 1981; Marks and

Dozier, 1992). Over snow, internal resistances to sublimation are minimal and the

rates of energy exchange and sublimation are controlled by the surface roughness and

external factors such as wind speed and temperature and humidity gradients between

the surface and atmosphere (Stewart, 1982; Marks, 1988; Marks et al., 1992).
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Evapotranspiration (ET) represents the combined evaporation from the surface and

transpiration from vegetation. Potential evaporation (Er) represents the upper limit of

the evapotranspiration rate for a sufficiently moist surface under prevailing meteoro-

logic conditions (Sharma, 1985; Brutsaert, 1982). The evapotranspiration rate over a

vegetated surface when water is limiting is generally constrained by soil and vegetation

resistances and will be less than the potential rate (Brutsaert, 1982). When a vegetated

surface is sufficiently moist ET can be considered approximately equal to E when the

surface roughness is not large (McNaughton and Black, 1973; Brutsaert, 1982).

E is an important indicator of the upper limit of the evapotranspiration rate over

most surfaces and is a widely used approximation of the actual evapotranspiration rate

over moist surfaces (Priestley and Taylor, 1972; Dickinson, 1984; Sharma, 1984). The

potential evaporation component in regional climate and general circulation models

has been demonstrated to play a major role in determining the likelihood of droughts

(Rind et al., 1990), regional vegetation types and distributions (Neilson, 1993), the in-

creased vigor of the hydrologic cycle and the diurnal range of surface temperatures

over deserts (Warrilow and Buckley, l99).

The diurnal cycle of energy exchange over a water body is usually weak, but over a

non-water surface, latent and sensible energy fluxes typically exhibit a pronounced

diurnal cycle (Brutsaert, 1982; Monteith and Unsworth, 1990; Parlange and Katul,

1992). Jobsen (1972) demonstrated that for a semi-empirical mass transfer method, the

error associated with computed evaporation rates over Lake Hefner increased by a

factor of more than 6 as the averaging time interval for wind speed and humidity data
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increased from 3 hours to 1 day. The sensitivity of the turbulent transfer approach to

the data averaging period is not well understood for non-water surfaces (Brutsaert,

l92). Because of the larger diurnal cycles in temperature, humidity and wind gener-

ally associated with non-water surfaces, it is likely that the effects of the data averaging

period on computed energy and evaporation rates may be much larger than over water

surfaces.

Detailed micro-meteorological data are rarely available at less than daily time-scales

due to enormous equipment and man-power costs and data processing and storage

requirements. The temptation may exist to derive estimates of surface energy ex-

change from micro-meteorological methods using more readily available daily climate

data. For these reasons it is important to understand the errors that can be expected for

longer data-averaging periods. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effect of

temporally-averaged wind speed, temperature and humidity data on computed rates of

sensible and latent energy exchange and mass fluxes. This investigation is intended to

help provide a framework for the application of temporally-averaged data in hydro-

logic studies.

4.3 Model background

Sensible and latent energy and net radiation represent the major components of the

energy balance over most surfaces. In any given system, evaporation represents the
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connection between surface energy and hydrologic processes. The energy balance of

most land surfaces can be defined as follows:

0 R, + LE + f-I + G + M

where R, H, G, and M are the net radiative, sensible, conductive and advective energy

fluxes, respectively, and LE is the latent energy flux where L is the latent heat of

vaporization, condensation or sublimation and E is the evaporation rate. In most ter-

restrial environments, G and M are relatively small while turbulent energy and mass

fluxes represented by sensible and latent energy are second only to net radiant energy

in importance in the surface energy balance of terrestrial ecosystems (Budyko, 1974;

Baumgartner and Reichel, 1975; Korzun et al., 1978). The energy balance over a

snowpack is similar to that described by Equation (1) except for an additional snow-

cover energy term, Q, which is a residual term equal to the sum of R, LYE, H, G and

M. In temperature equilibrium, Q is equal to zero. A negative energy balance will tend

to cool the snowcover while a positive energy balance will warm the snowpack, redis-

tributing energy by mass transfer to lower snow layers. A positive Q will continue to

warm the snowcover until the entire snowpack is approximately isothermal at 0.0 °C

and any additional transfer of energy to the snowpack will result in snowmelt.

Numerous micrometeorological approaches for obtaining indirect estimates of sen-

sible and latent energy exchange have been well documented (Tanner, 1967; Fleagle

and Businger, 1980; Male and Gray, 1981; Brutsaert, 1982). Most of these methods
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utilize one or some combination of two approaches, namely, the parameterization of

components of the energy balance to derive sensible or latent energy or an aerodynamic

approach where H and LE are estimated from wind speed, temperature and humidity

gradient information (Brutsaert, 1982). Micrometeorological methods have generally

been developed for use over short time periods ranging from several minutes to an

hour. Most of these methods are based on physical principles but nearly all possess

some form of empiricism.

The turbulent transfer of momentum, heat and water vapor between the surface and

atmosphere are complicated forms of energy exchange and are not easily measured in

the natural environment due to high spatial and temporal variability in these

parameters. The turbulent transfer method attempts to describe the aerodynamics of

flow near a surface so that the processes that control the transport of momentum, water

vapor, and heat can be understood. The magnitudes of these transfer processes are

driven by the horizontal wind velocity, the steepness of the vertical humidity and tern-

perature gradients and atmospheric stability. The method used for this experiment is

an aerodynamic turbulent transfer model adapted from Brutsaert (1982) and later mod-

ified by Marks (1988). The turbulent transfer model requires inputs of air density, air

and surface temperatures and specific humidities, horizontal wind speed and surface

roughness.

The following equations are solved iteratively at each timestep to obtain estimates

of sensible and latent energy fluxes at a point:
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Obukhov stability length:

*3L(u p)/kg(H/(TaCp)+0.61 E)]

Friction velocity:

u = (u k) / ln [((zn do) / z0 )- (Wsm (z / L))j

Sensible energy flux:

(2)

(3)

H = ((Oa O) a1 k u p C) / in [((z'1' d0) / z0) (Wsh (zT/ L))j (4)

Mass flux:

E = ((q qs) aEk u p) / in F ((zq do) / z0) (ltr (zq/ L))1 (5)

The latent energy flux is defined as LYE, where L is the latent heat of vaporization

(2.5* 106 J kg1) or sublimation ( 2.8106J kg1) and E is the mass flux by evapora-

tion or condensation (kg m2 s1). The variables a11 and aE are the ratios of eddy

diffusivity and viscosity for heat and water vapor, respectively. While there is some

uncertainty associated with the values of these ratios, Brutsaert (1982) suggests that for

most natural surfaces, a1j = aF = 1.0. d is the zero-plane displacement height. Brut-

saert (1982) suggests d) = (2/3)7.35*Zm where Zm is the surface roughness length for

momentum (Paeschke, 1937; Kondo, 1977). For this investigation, aH, aE, and do were

set to the constant values indicated. Measurement heights, z, ZT and Zq were set at a

constant 1.4 m height above the surface at the grass site. At the snow site, measure-

ment heights varied from 1 to 4 meters over the course of the snow season due to
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snowpack accumulation and ablation. The station elevations, z, were 70 m and 3087 m

for the grass and snow sites, respectively. The surface roughness values for momen-

turn, heat and water vapor were assumed to be equal to z0 which was set at 1 cm over

the grass site (Brutsaert, 1 982). This value was selected as a representative roughness

for Alta fescue grass cover (Oke, 1978; Brutsaert, 1982; Dickinson, 1984) and was

assumed constant for the duration of the study period. At the snow site, z0 ranged from

3 cm to 0.05cm between the summer and winter months, respectively (Brutsaert, 1982;

Marks and Dozier, 1992). Air and surface temperatures, Ta, T, air and surface hu-

midities, q, q, and wind speed, u, were obtained from station measurement data. The

friction velocity, u, was solved iteratively in Equations (2-5) at an hourly time-step.

The variables 1lJsm' ijj and Wsh are the stability functions for mass, heat and water va-

por, respectively, and are calculated at each time-step follows:

For stable conditions, = (z/L) > 0:

Wsm ( l NIsv ( ) = NJsh ( ) = s, 0 < 1, s = (6)

Nsm () = lsv () = 111sh () = >1, = 5 (7)

For unstable conditions, = (z/L) <0:

X = (I )1I4, = 16 (8)

Wsm = 21n1(1+X)/2}+lnI(l +X2)/2}-2 arctanX+yr/2 (9)

1Vsh () = TJsv () = 2 ln[(1 + X2) /21 (10)
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The three most critical terms in the turbulent transfer Equations (3)-(5) are wind

speed and the temperature and humidity gradients between the air and surface. The

latent energy flux is primarily controlled by the magnitude of wind speed and the hu-

midity gradient while the sensible energy flux is controlled by the magnitude of wind

speed and the temperature gradient. Air temperature is only marginally involved in the

determination of latent energy through the calculation of the Obukhov stability length

(i.e. Eqn. 2).

4.4 Experimental design

4.4.1 Site I

The Oregon Evapotranspiration Investigation Plot (ETIP) was located at the Oregon

State University Schmidt Farm, approximately 15 km north of Corvallis, OR. The

ETIP site was 2.11 ha (136 mx 155 m) in area and was covered by a uniform, well

established stand of Alta fescue (Festuca elatior) grass maintained to a height of 8-20

cm. The soils found at the site were classified as Amity and Woodburn silt barns.

These soils are deep and moderately to well drained through most of the profile. The

ETIP site had manual and automatic meteorological stations, Bowen ratio and radiation

stations. The stations were located in the center of the field site to maximize wind fetch.

Vapor pressure, air temperature and horizontal wind speed were measured at 1.4 m by

a dewpoint hygrometer (DEW-b), chrornel-constant thermocouple and a three cup

anemometer-photochopper, respectively. Surface temperatures were measured by an
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Everest lnterscience temperature transducer with a 45° field-of-view and a resolution

of 0.5 °C. Surface conditions were maintained near saturation (soil moisture >= 85%

of field capacity). Wind velocities at the surface were assumed to be zero. All mea-

surernents were collected every 5 seconds and integrated over 20 minute time intervals.

These data were then averaged over 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 hour time periods and used to

derive estimates of the sensible and latent energy exchange using the aerodynamic

turbulent transfer approach. A total of 10 days were used in this study representing

both clear (i.e. cloud cover <= 1% of a 90° overhead field-of-view) and cloudy sky

conditions for 1992. The days selected were Julian days 141-150.

4.4.2 Site 2

The Emerald Lake watershed (EML) is a remote, high elevation, alpine cirque

located in Sequoia National Park in the Southern Sierra Nevada mountains of

California. The site is 125 ha in area and is composed of bare, granite rock and talus

with scattered patches of thin organic soil and alpine vegetation. Detailed meteoro-

logic measurements were collected over a period of approximately 334 days during the

1986 water year at 4 sites within the basin. The data selected for this investigation were

obtained on an exposed ridge approximately 300 m above a small tarn lake. This site

remained snow covered over the period of data collection.

Temperature, wind speed and humidity measurements were obtained every 30 sec-

onds and integrated over 15 minute intervals. The 15-minute data were then averaged
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over 1, 3, 6, 12 and 24 hour time periods. Data collection at the EML site was ex-

tremely problematic due to its remote location and extreme weather conditions.

Instruments and recording systems failed on several occasions during the 1986 snow

season. Four instrument sites were maintained so that multiple measurements of criti-

cal parameters could be made. Missing data were synthesized from a combination of

the current diurnal pattern, nearby measurements of the same parameter and manual

field measurements. A detailed description of the site characteristics, meteorological

measurements and monitoring within the Emerald Lake watershed is presented by

Marks, Dozier and Davis (1992) and Marks and Dozier (1992).

Horizontal wind speed was measured using a combination of a totalizing anemom-

eter and wind sensor attached to a current generator. The totalizing anemometer was

most accurate at wind velocities less than 27 m s1. This anemometer was adequate for

characterizing wind speeds during the spring and summer months but was not able to

accurately measure winds during the winter months when wind velocities routinely

exceeded 27 m s1. During the midwinter period the totalizing anemometer was re-

placed with a wind sensor attached to a current generator which was more sensitive at

higher wind velocities. Air temperatures were measured using a series of three types

of thermistors and a thermograph which provided an effective range from -40 to 80 °C

and a measurement accuracy of within 0.5 °C. Snow surface temperature is exceed-

ingly difficult to monitor on a sustained basis at remote locations because methods such

as physical thermometry and radiative temperature measurements utilize instrumenta-

tion that requires frequent maintenance (Davis et al., 1984; Marks et al., 1992).
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Research at a similar site in the Sierra Nevada mountains showed that the near-surface

snow temperature tends to track the air temperature (Davis et al., 1984). This phe-

nomenon occurs due to the low thermal conductivity of snow ( 0.01 J m K1 s1)

which allows the surface layer to come into temperature equilibrium with the air even

though large temperature differences may occur between the surface and lower layers

of the snowpack. Snow surface temperatures were thus approximated as a function of

the difference between the current air temperature Ta(i) and the surface temperature

T(l) which was measured or calculated at the preceding time step:

T(j) = T(I 1) + [Ta(i) T( 1)1 * aT (11)

This method was shown to provide stable estimates of snow surface temperatures at the

Emerald Lake site (Marks, 1988; Marks et al., 1992). A value of 0.1 was used for the

snow surface temperature change factor aT because this produced a best fit with mea-

sured values obtained from snow pits and radiant thermometers. Snow surface

temperatures were constrained to be at or below 0.0 °C, and once air temperatures re-

mained above this temperature for any length of time, the snow surface temperature

was held constant. This method was generally found to produce estimated surface

temperatures over the 1986 snow season that were consistent with frequent snow pit

temperature measurements of the top few centimeters of the snow surface (Marks et al.,

1992).
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Humidity is an exceedingly difficult parameter to monitor by direct measurement in

remote alpine environments due to large extremes in air temperature and unreliable

instrumentation. Humidities were therefore obtained using a combination of direct

measurement and indirect estimation approaches. Humidities were measured over the

snow surface using a capacitance-type sensor which was generally sensitive to within

0.25 mb at air temperatures greater than -15 °C but unreliable at lower temperatures. A

second method was used to estimate humidities indirectly from air temperature and

thermal radiation measurements using an approach described by Brunt (1 932) and

Brutsaert (1975) and later applied by Marks and Dozier (1979) and Marks (1988). This

method generally produced diurnal ranges and daily means which were consistent with

measured data but was found to be less accurate during cloudy conditions, wind free

periods and when temperatures were extremely cold. Overall, however, this approach

was found to be the most reliable method for obtaining humidities at the Emerald Lake

site (Marks et al., 1992).

4.4.3 Climate

One of the fundamental factors governing the use of aerodynamic and combination

energy balance models is the availability of detailed meteorological data required for

model inputs. Detailed temperature, humidity and wind data are rarely available from

meteorological stations at more than a single measurement height. These limitations

generally require some simplification of model inputs. Continuous records of humidity

and horizontal wind speeds were obtained from measurement data at a single height.
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Surface and air temperature data were also available for both sites. Additional model

input requirements were derived from assumptions of surface conditions. A snow sur-

face layer is generally composed of a mixture of ice, water and air and the air fraction

can be considered to be approximately at saturation (Langham, 1981). Surface vapor

pressures at the snow site were thus approximated as the saturation vapor pressures at

the surface temperatures. At the grass site, the surface was maintained near saturated

conditions and the saturation vapor pressure at the measured surface temperature was

used as a surrogate for a surface vapor pressure measurement. Horizontal wind speeds

at the surface were also assumed to be zero.

A summary of hourly, wind, temperature and humidity at the grass and alpine sites

is presented in Table 4.1. Mean daily wind velocities over the snow site showed little

month to month variation, averaging approximately 7 m s (i.e. Std. Dev. = 4.2 m 1)

over the entire 1986 water year. Daily winds were relatively high and steady exhibiting

a large diurnal range of between 5 and 14 m s1. Daily wind velocities at the grass site

were of a much lower magnitude than the snow site by an approximate factor of 4.

These winds exhibited a diurnal range of approximately 3 m s1 with average daily

velocities of 1.8 m s (i.e. Std. Dev. = 1.0 m s1) over the 10 day period. Wind data

from both sites showed strong diurnal patterns which were fairly consistent from day

to day and month to month. Daily winds at both sites generally attained maximum

velocities during the early afternoon and decreased to minimum values in the early

morning. Overall, the alpine site had a much higher mean, maximum, minimum and
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Table 4.1. Summary of hourly wind speed, temperature and humidity at the snow
(EML) and grass (ETIP) sites

EML FIELD SITE (samDle size = 8015
Mean Max. Mm. Range Coeff. of Var.

U (mIs) 7.02 13.6 2.16 11.40 0.60

Ta (C) 2.46 12.98 -6.18 19.16 1.72

Ts (C) -1.56 0.00 -5.49 5.49 0.88

Ta-Ts(°C) 4.01 13.18 -2.09 15.27 15.91

qa(mb) 3.32 4.69 1.74 2.95 0.19

qs (mb) 5.45 6.07 4.04 2.03 0.10

qa-qs (mb) -2.13 -3.58 -0.07 3.51 0.39

ETIP HELD SITE (sample size = 240)
Mean Max. Miii. Range Coeff. of Var.

U (mis) 1.84 3.40 0.53 2.87 0.54

Ta (°C) 16.94 24.60 8.86 15.74 0.31

Ts (°C) 17.11 30.94 6.25 24.69 0.48

Ta-Ts (°C) -0.16 -8.69 6.60 15.29 7.94

qa(mb) 13.20 15.90 1.03 0.55 0.11

qs (mb) 22.10 45.00 0.96 3.53 0.52

qa-qs (mb) -8.80 -31.60 2.56 34.16 1.27

diurnal range in wind velocities than the grass site due to its more exposed, high ele-

vation location.

The Emerald Lake field site remained snow covered during the entire period of data

collection. Surface temperatures at the site were thus constrained to a narrow range

between approximately -5 °C and 0.0 °C throughout the entire study period. Air tern-

peratures at the snow site showed a moderate diurnal variation throughout the year with
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daily ranges from approximately 2 °C during the coldest month of December to a

maximum of 14 °C in April during active snowmelt.

The temperature gradient between the sensor and surface at the snow site was gen-

erally positive over the year ranging from a maximum monthly mean of 10 °C in

August to near neutral or slightly negative conditions during the coldest months from

November to March. The positive temperature gradient indicates a net daily transfer of

sensible heat energy from the air to the colder snowpack for most of the year except

during the coldest months when there was virtually no surface-air temperature

difference, Negative temperature gradients during the winter months were mainly the

result of sublimation and radiant cooling of the snow surface. Because the surface

temperature was constrained to be at or below 0.0 °C, the temperature gradient between

the surface and the air was primarily controlled by the variation in air temperature. On

a daily basis, the temperature gradient between the air and the surface ranged from a

maximum difference of approximately 8 °C during early afternoon to near zero at

night. On a monthly basis, the daily temperature gradient was greatest during June,

July and August when active melting of the snowpack was occurring and at a minimum

during the coldest months of November through March.

The grass site remained near field capacity soil moisture conditions throughout the

study period. Air and surface temperatures at this site were much warmer than the

snow site. Surface temperatures generally ranged from a maximum near 30 °C during

the early afternoon to a minimum of approximately 6 °C at night. Air temperatures
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ranged between 9 and 25 °C and followed a similar diurnal pattern though of a smaller

magnitude than the surface.

Surface and air temperatures at the grass site exhibited a large diurnal amplitude with

the surface temperature amplitude approximately 1.5 times the amplitude in air

temperature. While the surface and air temperatures were much greater at the grass

site, the magnitude of the mean temperature difference between the surface and the air

was similar between the grass and snow sites over a 24 hour time period. This is

attributed to the observation that the temperature gradient at the grass site, though

strongly negative during the day, tended to reverse at night due to radiant cooling of the

surface.

The grass site was generally characterized by much larger average estimated daily

humidities than the snow site. These characteristics can be awibuted to the greater

surface and air temperatures and more humid conditions found over the grass site.

Vapor pressures at both sites exhibited distinct diurnal patterns corresponding to daily

temperature progressions. These daily patterns varied little over the entire period of

measurement for both sites. The diurnal range of vapor pressures and the differences

in humidity between the surface and air were much greater over the grass surface due

to the warmer, more unstable conditions. The daily range of estimated surface humid-

ity at the grass site was approximately 5 times greater than the humidity range of the

overlying air due to more exeme heating and cooling of the grass surface. The esti-

mated humidity gradient over the grass surface was therefore predominantly influenced

by the estimated surface humidity. The mean daily range in snow surface humidity was
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approximately 50% of the daily humidity range of the overlying air because surface

temperatures were confined to a very narrow range. As a result, the steepness of the

humidity gradient was predominantly controlled by the humidity of the overlying air.

Humidity gradients were greatly reduced over the snow site in response to the very low

surface and air temperatures and were predominantly negative (away from the surface)

over daily and monthly temporal scales. Humidity gradients over the grass site were

strongly negative during mid-day periods in response to much warmer surface tern-

peratures relative to the air. The humidity gradients reversed at night becoming

slightly positive in response to radiative cooling of the surface. Over a 24 hour period

the mean humidity gradient was generally slightly negative.

4.5 Results and discussion

The most critical terms governing the sensible and latent energy exchange ii Equa-

tions (3) (5) are wind speed and the temperature and humidity gradients between the

air and the surface. The latent energy flux is controlled by the magnitude of wind speed

and the humidity gradient while the sensible energy flux is controlled by wind speed

and the temperature gradient. The importance of wind, humidity and temperature in

the determination of sensible and latent energy at the surface is dependent on the rela-

tive magnitudes of these parameters and can be expected to vary depending on

temporal and site conditions.
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4.5.1 Sensible and latent energy

The turbulent transfer approach was used to calculate sensible and latent energy

fluxes using hourly temperature, humidity and wind data collected over both study

sites. These results are summarized in Table 4.2. The magnitude and direction of

sensible and latent energy exchange over the grass and alpine snow sites was predom-

inantly controlled by the magnitude and sign of the temperature and humidity gradients

and the wind velocity. At the EML site, latent energy represented the dominant tur-

bulent energy exchange process during the winter and spring months but was exceeded

by sensible energy exchange during the summer months. Over the 1986 snow season

latent energy exchange represented a slightly larger component of the net turbulent

transfer of energy. Large estimated snow surface humidities relative to the extremely

dry alpine atmosphere resulted in a turbulent transfer of latent energy away from the

surface over the entire snow season. Colder snow surface temperatures relative to the

air resulted in an average sensible energy transfer toward the surface over most of the

snow season except during the coldest month of December when the direction of sen-

sible energy exchange was reversed.

At daily temporal scales the snow site was characterized by a relatively small diurnal

range in sensible and latent energy exchange due to the small daily range in surface

temperatures, air temperatures and humidities. The grass site was characterized by

large sensible and latent energy fluxes away from the surface during the day with latent

energy representing approximately 90 % of the net transfer of energy from the surface.

The magnitudes of these fluxes were driven primarily by large temperature and
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Table 4.2. Summary of the estimated turbulent transfer at the snow and grass sites.
Fluxes are derived from hourly input data and presented as daily and monthly means

SNOW SITE (sample size = 8015)

MONTH H+LvE
W/mA2

H
W/m"2

Coeff. of
Var.
(H)

H /

H+LvE
LyE
W/mA2

Coeff.of
Var.
(LYE)

LyE /

H+LvE

Nov. -45.2 6.6 4.4 0.11 -51.8 0.71 0.89

Dec. -28.5 -0.2 41.2 0.01 -28.3 1.03 0.99

Jan -63.0 4.1 8.2 0.06 -67.1 0.65 0.94

Feb. -46.5 8.5 4.3 0.13 -55.0 0.72 0.87

March -56.8 9.4 4.0 0.12 -66.2 0.86 0.88

April -58.7 26.5 2.9 0.24 -85.2 0.64 0.76

May -10.3 56.3 1.3 0.46 -66.6 0.81 0.54

June 26.2 92.9 0.8 0.58 -66.7 0.78 0.42

July 34.5 93.2 0.8 0.61 -58.7 0.74 0.39

Aug. 37.2 111.6 0.9 0.60 -74.3 0.83 0.40

Sept. -46.5 52.3 1.5 0.35 -98.8 0.74 0.65

Year -23.1 42.0 6.4 0.39 -65.2 0.77 0.61

GRASS SITE (sample size = 240)

DOY H+LvE
W/mA2

H
W/m'2

Coeff. of
Var.
(H)

H /

H+LvE
LyE
W/mA2

Coeff. of
Var.

(LyE)

LyE I
H+LvE

142 -144.8 -17.2 1.98 0.12 -127.6 1.48 0.88

143 -151.3 -14.3 2.16 0.09 -137.0 1.43 0.90

144 -136.9 -7.8 3.83 0.06 -129.1 1.42 0.94

145 -93.5 -5.1 3.96 0.05 -88.4 1.08 0.94
146 -116.7 -17.1 1.98 0.15 -99.7 1.35 0.85

147 -158.2 -28.7 1.54 0.18 -129.4 1.32 0.82

148 -99.9 -14.0 2.01 0.14 -85.9 1.44 0.86

149 -178.3 -23.1 1.93 0.13 -155.1 1.29 0.87

150 -181.9 -22.6 1.88 0.12 -159.2 1.37 0.87
151 -143.2 -14.7 2.39 0.10 -128.5 1.37 0.90

lODay -142.9 -14.9 2.35 0.10 -127.9 1.39 0.90
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humidity gradients generated by very warm surface temperatures. At night radiant

cooling of the surface resulted in a reversal in the direction of both sensible and latent

energy exchange with sensible energy becoming the dominant form of energy transfer.

4.5.2 Temporal averaging experiment

Hourly wind speed, temperature and humidity data were integrated over 3, 6, 12 and

24 hour time intervals in order to evaluate the effects of temporally averaged data on

estimated surface energy exchange. Coefficients of variation were computed from the

averaged data and used in conjunction with mean and data range information as a

measure of the relative variability and central tendencies in the data. The impact of the

temporal averaging process on the data variability was markedly different between the

grass and snow sites. Wind, temperature and humidity variability as defined by coef-

ficients of variation over the snow site decreased by approximately 44, 6, and 9 percent,

respectively, between the hourly and 24 hour time steps. The relatively moderate re-

sponse in temperature and humidity variability is most likely due to the fairly stable

conditions observed over the snow site which resulted in generally small daily ranges

in temperatures and humidities over the entire snow season. The impact of the aver-

aging process on temperature and humidity gradients was also minimal over the snow

surface since the daily ranges in these gradients were also relatively small and of a

constant direction. The snow site represented an exposed, alpine ridge. Wind veloci-

ties were routinely very large and exhibited a high variability over time ranging from

approximately 2 to 14 m s1. Because of the larger degree of variability in this data
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parameter, wind velocities were more impacted by the averaging process than the other

variables.

The variability of the averaged data parameters at the grass site decreased from the

hourly to 24 hour time intervals. Coefficients of variation show that the data variability

was generally within 80 to 90 percent of hourly conditions for the 3 and 6 hour time

periods but decreased to less than 50% at the 12 and 24 hour time steps. These results

generally reflect a dampening of the magnitude of the diurnal range in the data through

successive averaging periods which resulted in a decrease and increase in daily data

maxima and minima, respectively. The parameters most impacted by the averaging

process were those that exhibited the greatest daily range in magnitude, namely, esti-

mated surface humidity and surface temperature. The grass site data were more

heavily impacted at the 12 and 24 hour time intervals because daily maxima and mm-

ima were minimized to a greater extent at these courser time periods which resulted in

a greater suppression of diurnal variability. Temperature and humidity gradients were

also impacted to a greater degree at the 12 and 24 hour time steps due to the reversal in

the directions of these gradients at night which resulted in an averaging of positive and

negative values at these coarser time intervals.

4.5.3 Temporal averaging effects on energy flux estimates

The turbulent transfer approach was used to estimate sensible and latent energy

fluxes from 3, 6, 12 and 24 hour wind, humidity and temperature data. These results
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were then compared with fluxes estimated from hourly data and are summarized in

Table 4.3. Estimated turbulent flux and mass flux results are also presented in Figures

4.1 and 4.2 for the snow and grass sites, respectively. Mean sensible and latent energy

values and the proportions of these terms in the estimated net turbulent transfer of en-

ergy over the snow surface was generally maintained regardless of the temporal

resolution of the input data. The variability in the estimated energy fluxes as indicated

by coefficients of variation decreased by approximately 37% between the hourly to 24

hour time steps. Overall, however, the predicted fluxes were only slightly impacted by

the averaged data for the entire period of record at the snow site.

The results obtained over the grass surface were generally comparable to those

obtained over the snow surface for the 3 and 6 hour time intervals, but substantially

different at coarser temporal resolutions. Average latent and sensible energy fluxes

estimated from 3 and 6 hour data were within approximately 90% of estimates derived

from hourly data. H and LE estimates decreased markedly to approximately 14 and

49 percent of hourly estimates, respectively, using 12 hour data intervals and 15 and 47

percent of hourly estimates at 24 hour data intervals. The relative proportions of sen-

sible and latent energy in the net turbulent transfer of energy were generally maintained

at approximately 10 and 90 percent, respectively, using both the 3 and 6 hour data. The

proportion of the net turbulent transfer due to H decreased to approximately 3% while

the proportion of H+LvE due to LyE increased to approximately 97 % at the 12 and 24

hour time-steps. Coefficients of determination indicate that mean daily energy fluxes

derived from 3 and 6 hour data accounted for approximately 70% of the variation in
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Table 4.3. Summary of the estimated turbulent transfer derived from temporally aver-
iged data

SNOW SITE

1 HOUR 3 HOUR 6 HOUR 12 HOUR 24 HOUR

Mean
W/mA2

Mean
W/mA2

3 hr./
1 hr.

Mean
W/m"2

6 hr.!
1 hr.

Mean
W/m"2

12 hr.

/ 1 hr.

Mean
W/mA2

24 hr.

/ 1 hr

H 42.0 41.7 0.99 41.9 0.99 42.2 1.00 42.4 1.01

-65.2 -64.8 0.99 -64.7 0.99 -65.2 1.00 -65.8 1.01

H+LvE -23.2 -23.1 0.99 -22.8 0.98 -23.0 1.00 -23.4 1.01

H/Net 0.39 0.39 1.00 0.39 1.00 0.39 1.00 0.39 1.00

vE/
Net______

0.61 0.61 1.00 0.61 1.00 0.61 1.00 0.61 1.00

GRASS SITE

1 HOUR 3 HOUR 6 HOUR 12 HOUR 24 HOUR

Mean
W/mA2

Mean
W/mA2

3 hr.

/ 1 hr.

Mean
W/mA2

6 hr.

/ 1 hr.

Mean
W,n"2

12 hr.

/ 1 hr.

Mean
W/m"2

24 hr.

/ 1 hr.

H -14.9 -15.2 1.02 -13.7 0.92 -2.0 0.14 -2.2 0.15

-127.9 -129.5 1.01 -118.4 0.93 -62.6 0.49 -60.2 0.47

H+LvE -142.8 -144.7 1.01 -132.1 0.92 -64.6 0.45 -62.5 0.44

H/Net 0.10 0.10 1.00 0.10 1.00 0.03 0.29 0.03 0.35

..vE I
Net_____

0.90 0.90 1.00 0.90 1.00 0.97 1.08 0.96 1.07

mean daily energy fluxes derived from the hourly data. Mean daily energy fluxes de-

rived from the 12 and 24 hour data, however, accounted for only 15% of the variation

in the energy fluxes derived from hourly data. Overall, estimates of sensible and latent

energy exchange derived from 3 and 6 hour data were comparable to hourly estimates.

These fluxes were underestimated by more than 50%, however, using 12 and 24 hour

data.
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4.5.4 Mass flux estimates

Latent energy fluxes (W m2) derived from temporally averaged humidity, wind and

temperature data were converted to mass fluxes (mm s') and accumulated to represent

total daily E, and sublimation (mm day1) over the grass and snow sites. Daily E and

sublimation derived from hourly data were used as a reference upon which all other

daily mass flux estimates were compared. The standard error of the estimate (SEE)

provides a measure of the scatter of data around a reference point (Clark and Hosking,

1986). The SEE was used to determine the degree of difference between daily E and

sublimation estimates derived from temporally averaged input data and hourly results.

The coefficient of determination (R2) was used to assess the degree of correlation be-

tween daily mass fluxes derived from temporally averaged and hourly input data.

These results are summarized in Table 4.4.

Sublimation losses averaged approximately 2 mm day1 at the snow site over the

1986 snow season. Total monthly sublimation losses averaged roughly 68 mm over the

entire snow season, accounting for a total loss for the year of 751 mm. This figure

represents the principal loss of water from the snowpack, accounting for approximately

80% of the total precipitation for the 1986 snow season (Kattelmann and Elder, 1991).

Sublimation losses were generally greatest at the snow site during the spring and sum-

mer months when drier, windy conditions maximized temperature and humidity

gradients. A comparison of sublimation estimates derived from hourly and temporally

averaged input data show that sublimation derived from temporally averaged data were

within 96% of hourly results for the entire snow season. Standard errors of estimated
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daily mass fluxes increased from 0.06 to 0.12 mmday1 using input data averaged from

3 to 24 hour time periods. This degree of error was not determined to be significant

since these values were well within the estimation parameter uncertainty of approxi-

mately 0.5 mm day1 (Marks and Dozier, 1992). Coefficients of determination

computed between sublimation estimates derived from hourly input data and tempo-

rally averaged results showed that temporally averaged results accounted for approxi-

mately 99% of the variation in hourly results regardless of the time period examined.

Overall, no significant differences were observed between temporally averaged and

reference (i.e. derived from hourly input data) sublimation estimates over the entire

snow season.

Estimated daily potential evaporative losses derived from hourly data over the grass

site ranged from 3.2 to 6.2 mm day1 with a total loss of 47 mm for the 10 day data

collection period. Daily mass exchange rates were generally much greater over the

grass site due to much larger temperature and estimated humidity gradients relative to

the more stable snow surface. Daily E was generally underestimated using temporally

averaged data for the entire 10 day period. The underestimation of E relative to hourly

estimates ranged from approximately 3 and 12 percent using 3 and 6 hour data to 53

and 61 percent using 12 to 24 hour data, respectively. The differences between E

estimates and hourly reference conditions were relatively small up to the 6 hour time

interval with estimated E within approximately 88% of the reference state. This dis-

crepancy increased markedly at the 12 and 24 hour time steps with estimated E

decreasing to less than half of the reference state. The degree of error between



Table 4.4. Summary of monthly sublimation and daily potential evaporation derived
from temporally averaged data

SNOW SITE (sample size = 334 days)

1 HOUR 3 HOUR 6 HOUR 12 HOUR 24 HOUR
MONTH Subi.

(mm)

Sub!.

(mm)

3 hr.

/1 hr.

Sub!.

(mm)

6 hr.

/1 hr.

Sub!.

(mm)

12 hr.

/1 hr.

Subi.

(mm)

24 hr.

/1 hr.

Nov. -57 -57 1.00 -56 0.98 -56 0.98 -56 0.98
Dec. -31 -31 1.00 -31 1.00 -31 1.00 -31 1.00
Jan. -73 -73 1.00 -73 1.00 -73 1.00 -73 1.00
Feb. -54 -54 1.00 -54 1.00 -55 1.00 -54 1.00
March -72 -72 1.00 -73 1.00 -73 1.00 -73 1.00
April -90 -90 1.00 -91 1.00 -91 1.00 -91 1.00
May -73 -73 1.00 -73 1.00 -73 1.00 -73 1.00
June -71 -70 0.99 -70 0.99 -70 0.99 -70 0.99
July -64 -64 1.00 -64 1.00 -64 1.00 -66 1.00
Aug. -81 -79 0.97 -78 0.96 -81 1.00 -84 1.00
Sept. -85 -84 0.99 -83 0.98 -84 1.00 -87 1.00
Year -751 -747 0.99 -746 0.99 -751 1.00 -759 1.00
SEE
(mm/day)

0.06 0.09 0.10 0.12

RA2 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99

GRASS SITE (sample size = 10 days)

1 HOUR 3 HOUR 6 HOUR 12 HOUR 24 HOUR
Ep
(mm)

Ep

(mm)

3 hr.

/ 1 hr.

Ep

(mm)

6 hr.

/ 1 hr.

Ep

(mm)

12 hr

/ 1 hr.

Ep

(mm)

24 hr.

/ 1 hr.

10 Day -47.2 -45.7 0.97 -41.8 0.88 -22.1 0.47 -18.4 0.39
SEE
(mm/day)

0.18 0.64 2.94 3.0

RA2 0.99 0.97 0.40 ----- 0.37

estimated E and reference conditions as indicated by the SEE showed an average error

of approximately 0.4 mm day' at the 3 and 6 hour time intervals. The amount of error

increased markedly at the 12 and 24 hour time intervals to approximately 3 mmday

These errors are within the acceptable limits dictated by the model estimation error of
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approximately 0.5 mm day' at the 3 and 6 hour time intervals. Significant errors occur,

however, when the 12 and 24 hour time interval data are used to estimate E. Coeffi-

cients of determination between estimated and reference daily E decreased as the time

interval of the data increased from 3 to 24 hours. E estimated from 3 to 6 hour data

correlated well with reference E with R2 values above 0.95. The correlation between

reference and estimated E decreased markedly using 12 and 24 hour data where the

amount of variance in reference E accounted for by the averaged data dropped to ap-

proximately 38%. Overall, these results indicate that accurate estimation of evapora-

tion over the grass site using a turbulent transfer approach requires a data temporal

resolution of 6 hours or less. The use of coarser resolution data has the potential to

underestimate E by more than 50%.

4.6 Summary and conclusions

Temporal averaging of temperature, humidity and wind data from 1 to 24 hours

reduced the daily range and variability in the data. The variables most affected by the

averaging process tended to exhibit the largest daily ranges while the impacts on data

with small daily variations was minimal. The snow surface was fairly stable over 24

hour periods. As a result, the daily variations in temperature, humidity and wind speed

were generally small and temperature and humidity gradients maintained a constant

direction over a 24 hour period. Estimated energy and mass fluxes over the alpine

snowpack were therefore relatively unaffected as temperature, humidity and wind

speed data were averaged from 1 to 24 hours.
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Temperatures, humidities and wind speeds over the grass surface exhibited very

large daily ranges. These characteristics were most prevalent in surface temperatures

and estimated surface humidities due to extreme day-night surface heating and cooling.

Temperature and estimated humidity gradients at this site were also large and tended to

reverse at night in response to radiant cooling of the surface. The averaging process

strongly reduced the magnitudes and variability in these gradients particularly over 12

and 24 hour time periods. As a result, energy and mass fluxes were generally under-

estimated using averaged temperature, humidity and wind data, especially at the

coarser time-scales. The proportions of sensible and latent energy in the estimated

turbulent transfer of energy at the surface were generally maintained at 10 and 90 per-

cent, respectively, up to a 6 hour time interval but were altered to approximately 3 and

97 percent at the 12 and 24 hour time intervals. The magnitudes of these fluxes were

increasingly underestimated using coarser resolution data. Mean sensible and latent

energy fluxes were maintained within approximately 97% of estimates derived from

hourly input data up to the 6 hour time interval, but were reduced to less than half of

hourly results at the 12 and 24 time periods. Errors associated with estimates of po-

tential evaporation also increased with coarser temporal resolution data but were

generally within 0.7 mm day1 for 3 and 6 hour time periods. Potential evaporation

derived from 12 and 24 hour data underestimated reference E by more than 2.9 mm

day1

Climate and hydrologic studies that use temporally averaged temperature, humidity

and wind data to predict surface energy and mass exchange using turbulent transfer
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methods must take into account the tempora] resolution of the data and the physical

conditions of the surfaces over which these models are applied. This study has dem-

onstrated that while fairly coarse temporal resolution data can be used over a stable

snowpack, these data can cause energy and mass fluxes to be underestimated by more

than 50% when large diurnal variations in wind speeds and temperature and humidity

gradients are present. These results relate the need to account for the diurnal variation

in temperature, humidity and wind over surfaces where these variables exhibit a pro-

nounced diurnal cycle and the applicability of coarse resolution data where the diurnal

cycle of wind, temperature and humidity is weak.

4.6 Terms

A = Advective energy flux (W m2)

aH, a1 = Ratio of eddy diffusivity and viscosity for heat and water vapor (aH = aE 1.0)

= Specific heat of dry air at constant pressure ( 1005 J kg1 K1)

d0 = Zero plane displacement (m)
E = Mass flux by evaporation or condensation (kg m2 s')
ET = Evapotranspiration (mm)
ET = Potential evapotranspiration (mm)
E = Potential evaporation (mm)
G = Surface conductive energy flux (W m2)

g Acceleration of gravity (= 9.80616 m s')
H = Sensible energy flux (W m2)

= Height of roughness obstacle (m)

k = Von Karmen's constant ( 0.4)

L = Obukhov stability length (m)
= Latent heat of vaporization or sublimation (J kg4)

Q = Snow cover energy flux (W m2)

= Near surface humidity gradient (mb)

q = Vapor pressure of air (mb)
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qsat = Saturation vapor pressure of air (mb)

q, q = Specific humidity of the air and surface (gm kg1)

R = Net radiation (W m2)

s = Slope of the saturation vapor pressure-temperature curve (mb)

= Near surface temperature gradient (K)

T, Ta, Tavg = Surface, air and averaged profile air temperatures (K)

u* = Friction velocity (m s1)

u = Horizontal wind velocity at height z (m i)
z = Measurement height (m)

Zt, Zq = Measurement heights for wind, temperature and humidity (m)

ZO = Surface roughness (m)

Zm, Zh, Zv = Surface roughness for momentum, heat and water vapor (m)

p = Air density (kg m3)

0a ,0s = Potential temperature of air and surface (K)
I = Psychrometric constant ( 0.66 mb K1)

11srn' Wsh, = Dimensionless stability functions for momentum, heat and water vapor
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5 SENSITIVITY OF A SNOWPACK TO RAIN-ON-SNOW CONDITIONS

5.1 Abstract

Rain-on-snow events are a common occurrence on mountain slopes within the Pacific

Northwest. In cleared areas, such as those resulting from clear-cut logging practices, ad-

vective energy from rainfall combined with increased turbulence is suspected to enhance

snowmelt, increasing the risk of erosion and downstream flooding during rainfall events.

The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the sensitivity of snowmelt processes to

conditions which occur during rain-on-snow events in order to 1) determine why rain-on-

snow floods occur and 2) evaluate whether clear-cut logging practices enhance snowmelt.

An energy balance, snowmelt model was used to evaluate the energy and mass balance of

a snowpack during spring melt conditions in a clear-cut. The snowpack was found to be

thermodynamically active and under a continuous state of melt during rain-on-snow

events. The snowcover became saturated with liquid water within 1-2 hours after the mi-

tiation of a rainfall event and rainfall was translated directly through the snowpack as

runoff. Snowmelt was generally light during rainfall events, averaging less than 1.0 mm

hr1 under measured, calm wind conditions. The advective energy from rainfall had a

minimal effect on estimated snowmelt except under extreme events. Net all-wave radia-

tion controlled approximately 52% of estimated snowmelt under low wind conditions

while sensible and latent energy exchange contributed approximately 34% of the total

snowmelt. Air temperature and humidity had a moderate influence on snowmelt during

rain-on-snow events through the regulation of incident thermal radiation. Wind velocity
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had the greatest influence on snowmelt through the regulation of sensible and latent energy

exchange. For moderate to windy conditions estimated rates of snowmelt increased mark-

edly and sensible and latent energy exchange contributed between 65 to 91 percent of the

total snowmelt. The results of this investigation demonstrate that snowmelt processes are

more sensitive to increased humidity and winds that accompany a rainfall event than the

magnitude and intensity of precipitation. The results also suggest that clear-cut logging

practices are more likely to increase the risk of rain-on-snow induced flooding because 1)

rainfall is generally translated directly to runoff due to snowpack saturation and 2) the

enhanced turbulence in cleared areas results in increased rates of snowmelt.

5.2 Introduction

Rain-on-snow events are a common occurrence on mountain slopes within the snow

transition zone of the Pacific Northwest. This zone extends from approximately 300 to

1000 meters in elevation throughout western Oregon and Washington, coastal British Co-

lumbia and California (Beaudry and Goiding, l983 Harr, 1986). The region is character-

ized by a maritime climate with moderate winter temperatures. Rainfall occurs frequently

during the winter months from relatively warm, moist frontal systems that move in from

the Pacific Ocean. Winter snowcover is generally shallow with temperatures at or slightly

below 0.0 °C. Under these conditions little energy is needed to initiate melt. The snow-

cover within this region is dynamic and can experience successive periods of accumulation

and ablation during the winter months. It is not uncommon for an entire snowpack to melt

during a single rainfall event. During warm or rainy periods runoff is rapidly produced due
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to a low capacity for storage of additional liquid water in either the snowpack or soil (Ber-

ris and Harr, 1987).

Harvesting of forests in the transitional snow zone is a common occurrence throughout

the Pacific Northwest and in cleared or exposed areas, such as those resulting from clear-

cut logging practices, advective energy from rainfall combined with increased turbulence

is suspected to enhance snowmelt, increasing the risk of erosion and downstream flooding

during rainfall events. The purpose of this investigation is to determine why rain-on-snow

floods occur and to assess whether clear-cut logging practices are likely to enhance

snowmelt during rainfall events. The specific objective is to evaluate the sensitivity of

snowmelt processes to conditions which occur during rain-on-snow events. An energy

balance, snowmelt model is used to determine the energy and mass balance of a snowcover

in a cleared area in the western Cascade mountains of Oregon. Snowmelt processes are

evaluated at an hourly time step using integrated hourly meteorological data collected dur-

ing documented rain-on-snow events. These results are compared to our understanding of

the physics of snowmelt and to estimates of snowmelt and runoff derived from snow ly-

simeter measurements. Snowmelt processes are then evaluated under more extreme,

simulated climate conditions to determine wind, radiation, air temperature and precipita-

tion effects on snowmelt.
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5.3 Energy exchange at the snow surface

In a seasonal snowcover, newly fallen snow is thermodynamically unstable, undergoing

continuous metamorphism until it melts and becomes runoff during spring (Colbeck,

1982). Snowmelt and snow metamorphic changes are driven by temperature and vapor

density gradients within the snowcover, which are caused by energy exchange at the

atmosphere-snow and snow-soil interfaces (Colbeck et al., 1979: Male and Granger, 1981).

In general the energy balance of a snowcover is expressed as:

AQ=R+H+LE+G±M

where R, H, LYE, C, and Mare the net radiative, sensible, latent, conductive and advective

energy fluxes, respectively. The sum of the energy transfer terms is referred to as an

energy balance because at thermal equilibrium the net change in snowpack energy, AQ, is

approximately zero. If the snowcover is not in thermal equilibrium, a negative AQ term

denotes a net decrease in snowpack energy, indicating a cooling snowcover, while a posi-

tive AQ denotes a net energy transfer to the snowpack. If the snowpack is at a temperature

less than 0.() °C, a positive Q will warm the snowcover until the entire snowpack is ap-

proximately isothermal at 0.0 °C. At this point any additional energy transferred to the

snowcover must result in melt. Each component of the energy balance is presented below

in the context of its overall contribution to snowmelt processes and its importance during

rain-on-snow events.
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5.3.1 Net radiation at the snow surface

In most mountainous regions, net radiation is the most important component of the

snowcover energy balance. The radiant energy flux, or net all-wave radiation at a point is

the incident spectral irradiance less spectral exitance integrated over all wavelengths:

R = I E (2)

where R1, I and E are the net all-wave radiation, incident irradiance and radiant exitance

(W m2), respectively. Net radiation at the Earth's surface can be separated into solar and

thermal spectral bands. In forested areas thermal radiation is generally the dominant con-

tributor to R, while in cleared areas solar radiation is the most important component of R.

Solar radiation (effectively 0.3 to 3.0 urn) is absorbed and scattered by terrestrial materials,

but not emitted. For snow, absorption and scattering are functions of wavelength, mci-

dence angle, and the optical properties of the surface (Bohren and Barkstrom, 1974;

Warren, 1982).

The spectral features of the solar radiation component of R should be considered when

describing the energy balance over snow. In general, however, only broad-band radiation

data are available and albedos must be estimated from assumed site and snowcover

conditions. The net solar radiation at a point can be defined as:

R01 = Ij (1 .0 a) (3)
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where R01, 1 and a are the net solar radiation (W m2), solar irradiance (W m2) and

solar albedo, respectively. For this investigation the irradiances were derived from mea-

sured values, while the albedo was assigned a value of 0.7 using models developed by

Marshall and Warren (1987) and Marks and Dozier (1992) to integrate the visible and

near-infrared spectral effects for newly fallen, wet snow into a single, broad-band

reflectance.

Thermal radiation (effectively 3.5 to 50 urn) is absorbed and emitted without appreciable

scattering (Paltridge and Platt, 1976). Because net thermal radiation is a function of the

absolute temperature of its constituents, the assumption is made that spectral variations are

minimal. This simplifies the measurement of thermal irradiance and the calculation of the

net thermal radiation by eliminating spectral considerations and allowing the use of broad

band emissivities for the snow surface and surrounding terrain. In a mountainous region

the net thermal radiation at the surface is a function of the air and surface temperature and

thermal properties, atmospheric conditions, and terrain effects (Marks and Dozier, 1979).

If thermal irradiance is measured, net thermal radiation is:

= '1w (eoT4)

where R1 is the net thermal radiation (W m2), '1w is the thermal irradiance (W m2), is

the Stefan-Boltzmann constant ( 5.67x108 W m2 K), and and T are the surface

temperature (K) and ernissivity ( 0.99), respectively.
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Considerable effort has gone into modeling thermal irradiance from the atmosphere,

with most of this work focused on estimating atmospheric emissivity (e.g., Idso and Jack-

son, 1969: Marks and Dozier, 1979; Satterlund, 1979; Idso, 1981; Kimball et al., 1982;

Heitor et al., 1991). For this study, thermal irradiance was estimated using the approach

described by Marks and Dozier (1979) and adjusted for cloud cover effects. Net all-wave

radiation is then defined at the sum of the net solar and net thermal components:

R = R,0i +

R = 'sol (1.0 a) + 1 (cT4)

5.3.2 Turbulent transfer at the snow surface

(5)

(6)

In general, turbulent energy exchange at the snow surface is second only to net all-wave

radiation in importance during the snowrnelt season. The turbulent transfer of momentum,

heat, and water vapor at the snow surface are the most complicated forms of energy ex-

change and are not easily measured in a natural environment. Turbulent exchange over

snow is difficult to measure at a point because the data demands are fairly extensive, re-

quiring sensitive measurements using costly instrumentation. In unforested, alpine

regions, significant mass loss can occur by sublimation (Beaty, 1975; Stewart, 1982; Davis

et al., 1984), while in forested regions within the snow transition zone, the magnitude of

snowmelt during rain-on-snow events is tightly coupled to the magnitude of the turbulent

fluxes. Therefore, to evaluate the impact of turbulent transfer on the snowcover energy
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balance, the calculation of sensible and latent heat exchange at the snow surface should be

done as carefully and accurately as possible.

Several approaches to calculating sensible and latent energy fluxes have been presented

(Sellers, 1965; Businger, 1973; Fleagle and Businger, 1980; Brutsaert, 1982). Several of

these approaches have been adapted for use over seasonal snowcover (Andreas et al., 1979,

1 984; Stewart, 1982; Marks and Dozier, 1992). For the general case of bulk transfer near

the snow surface, sensible, H, and latent, E, energy exchange can be defined as:

H=PCpKII(TaTs) (7)

LvE=pKwLv(q-qs) (8)

where T,1 and T, are the air and snow surface temperatures (K), q and q are the air and

snow surface humidities (Pa), p is the density of the air (kg m3), C, is the specific heat of

dry air at constant pressure (J kg K) and L, is the latent heat of vaporization ( 2.5x106

J kg'). The bulk transfer coefficients for heat and water vapor, K11 and Kw, are functions

of surface-atmosphere temperature and humidity gradients, wind speed and surface rough-

ness and may vary significantly in both time and space.

The three most critical parameters affecting turbulent energy exchange between the

snow surface and atmosphere are wind speed and temperature and humidity gradients. If

the wind speed decreases to zero, H and E also go to zero. If the air and surface tempera-

tures are the same, 1-I is zero, and if the air and surface humidities are equal, E is zero.

Turbulent transfer of heat and mass is controlled first by the magnitude of the wind speed,
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and then by the temperature and humidity gradients between the snow surface and the air

(Stewart, 1982).

The magnitudes of sensible and latent energy fluxes are controlled by the wind speed

and will therefore be generally smaller at forested sites than in more exposed, open

locations. The direction (positive toward, negative away from the surface) of these fluxes

is controlled by the signs of the surface-atmosphere temperature and humidity gradients.

For both H and LE to be negative, the air must be both colder and less humid than the

snow surface. This condition occurs occasionally during winter but does not persist as the

snow surface either cools to the air temperature or the air temperature increases during at

the beginning of a diurnal cycle. In the characteristic, warm, snow environment of the

snow transition zone, above freezing air temperatures frequently occur during part of the

day throughout the snow season.

For both H and LE to be positive, the air must be warmer and more humid than the snow

surface. These conditions are most common during rain-on-snow events. A warm rain

event accompanied by high winds would be an extreme case of combined, positive turbu-

lent transfer at the snow surface.

5.3.3 Conduction and advected energy transfer to the snowcover

Both conductive and advective energy transfer tend to be small when compared to the

seasonal energy balance of the snowcover. One dimensional, steady-state energy flow in

a homogeneous layer can be defined as:
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G = K (aT/az) (9)

where K is the thermal conductivity (J m4 K s'), T is the temperature (K) and z is the

layer thickness (m). Because soil and snow temperatures near their interface are usually

very similar, the calculation of energy transfer between them is based on the assumption

that the two represent homogeneous layers in contact with each other. If the temperatures

of the snow and soil layers, T1 and Tg, are known, heat transfer between the layers can be

ipproximated as:

G = I2K,1 Keg (Tg T.i)1 / (Keg Zs.i + Kes.i zg) (10)

where z1 and Zg are the snow and soil layer thicknesses. The effective thermal conductiv-

ities of the lower snow layer, Kesi, and soil, Keg determine the rates of conduction, G,

between the soil and snow layers and are functions of density, temperature and air pressure.

Keg. is assumed essentially constant using a representative value for a moist, coarse tex-

tured soil (2.2 J m K1 s Davis, l90; Oke, i97). The thermal conductivity of a

snowpack is generally very low even under saturated conditions (Male and Granger, 1 9 1).

There are a variety of empirical methods for estimating Kesj as a function of density (Yen,

l969 Langham, 19l). The method described by Yen (1965) was selected as the most

appropriate method for the observed conditions, where K is calculated as a function of

snow density, p (kg m3):
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(11)

Because the air fraction of the snoweover is always at saturation, and the air fraction of

soil is usually at saturation, vapor diffusion is estimated as a function of snow and soil

temperatures and air pressure. Both the snow and soil thermal conductivities are corrected

for vapor diffusion by adding a value that is based on their specific humidities, qj and qg,

and the calculated vapor diffusion coefficient, D, for each. The effective diffusion coef-

ficient for water vapor in snow or a saturated, inorganic soil at 0.0°C and sea level air

pressure, D.o was determined experimentally by Yen (1965) to be approximately m2

sW'. Anderson (1976) developed a relationship for determining the diffusion coefficient at

other temperatures and Marks and Dozier (1992) modified it so that pressure variation

could be accounted for:

Dc = De() (Pa/Pa) (T51/T 5nT
melt) (12)

where Pa and P(t are the air and sea level air pressures (Pa), Tnieit is the melting temperature

of ice (273.15 K) and nT is the layer temperature exponent. The layer temperature expo-

nent was empirically determined by Anderson to be approximately 14. Because the

temperature for a snow or soil layer within the snow transition zone is generally near

273.15 K, and Pa is always equal to or less than the sea level value, precision of nT is not

critical. The effective diffusion coefficient, De, is always small and relatively stable,
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varying between i05 and 0.5x1ft5 m2 s1 at an air pressure of 65 kPa and snow tempera-

tures between 273.15 and 250.0 K.

Thermal conductivities are adjusted for vapor transport by an empirical correction based

on D

Kesi = K5,1 + (L D q) (13)

Keg = Kg ± (L De qg) (14)

where K5i and Keg are the effective thermal conductivities of the snow and soil layers (J

rn1 K' s1) and q and qg are the specific humidities of the snow and soil layers (Pa),

respectively. Though there is nearly a twenty-fold increase in the thermal conductivity of

the snow when it is corrected for vapor diffusion, the conductivity still remains more than

an order of magnitude lower than the uncorrected thermal conductivity of the soil (2.2 J m1

K' s'). The effective thermal conductivity of the soil will also increase when adjusted for

Jiffusion but this term generally remains very small.

In the snow transition zone, energy transfer between the soil and snowcover is almost

always near zero. This is due to the percolation of 0.0°C liquid water into the soil which

virtually eliminates any temperature gradient that might have existed. Davis (190), uti-

lizing a similar, but more detailed model of soil energy flux at several alpine sites found

this to always be the case during melting conditions. As a result, the amount of energy

transferred between the snow and soil by G is generally minimal compared to the other

terms in the snowcover energy balance.
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5.3.4 Advected energy transfer to the snowcover from rain or snow

Advected energy transfer, M, at the snow surface occurs when mass, in the form of

precipitation (rain or snow) is added to the snowcover. If there is a temperature difference

between the added precipitation and the snowcover, the energy transfer (J m2) is a function

of the mass added, and the magnitude of the temperature difference:

M = pp Zpp (T T,o)} (15)

where z, and p, are the depth (m) and density (kg m3) of precipitation and is the

specific heat of precipitation (J kg1 K1). During rain-on-snow events, the difference be-

tween the snow surface and precipitation temperatures, To and (K), is not likely to be

large. The magnitude of the advected energy is therefore likely to depend primarily on the

:nagnitude of the mass of precipitation (Ppp zfl,) deposited on the snow surface. Typically

:he dewpoint temperature during the precipitation event is assumed to be equivalent to the

precipitation temperature. If precipitation is warmer than the snowcover, M will be

positive.

The specific heat of a substance is the amount of energy required to change its

temperature. The specific heat of both water and ice is a function of temperature. The

specific heat of water at 273.15 K is approximately 4217 J kg1 K1, and the specific heat of

ice is approximately half the specific heat of water. The specific heats of ice, Cp ice, and
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water, can be approximated as a linear function of the absolute temperature in the

region from -25 to 25°C as:

Cpice = 104.369 + 7.369

= 2.55 (T 273.15)

(16)

(17)

where T1 and T are the ice and water temperatures (K), and Cp w.meI is the specific heat

of water at 273.15 K (4217.7 J kg1 K1). Advection will be relatively small unless both the

temperature difference and the volume of precipitation are large. During rain-on-snow

events, precipitation tends to be very close to the snow surface temperature and advection

is minimal unless the volume of precipitation is extremely large. In contrast, condensation

can potentially contribute much greater magnitudes of energy transfer to the snow surface

(luring rain-on-snow events. For example, 10 cm of rain at 10°C on a 0.0°C snowcover

would add 4.2x IO J m2, causing 1.26mm of snowmelt. If 0.5cm of condensation were

to occur on the same snowcover, 14.2x 106 Jm2 would be added resulting in 42.5 mm of

snowmelt.

5.4 A two-layer, energy balance snowmelt model

The snowmelt model used in this study was driven by independent inputs of net solar

radiation, meteorological parameters, measurement heights, and snowcover properties to

calculate the energy and mass balance of the snowcover during rain-on-snow conditions.
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At each time-step, the model predicts melt in two snowcover layers, runoff from the base

of the snowcover and adjusts snowcover mass, thermal properties, and measurement

heights accordingly. The modeling approach is an adaptation of the model developed by

Marks (1988), and Marks and Dozier (1992). The modeling approach is similar to that

used by Anderson (1976), Morris (1982, 1986), and Tarboton, et al. (1994) but the data

requirements are simpler and more general. A detailed description of the model and data

requirements are given by Marks (1988) and Marks and Dozier (1992). An abbreviated

description of the important components of the model relating to this investigation are

given below.

Radiation, precipitation, air temperature and humidity, measurement heights and snow-

cover properties are used to calculate the energy and mass balance of a snowcover, At each

time-step, snowmelt and runoff are calculated and snowcover mass, thermal properties and

measurement heights are adjusted accordingly. The model subdivides the snowcover into

2 layers. The surface layer is considered the active layer and has a constant depth set to the

approximate depth of significant solar radiation penetration. The lower layer makes up the

rest of the snowpack. Each layer is considered to be homogeneous with a uniform tem-

perature, density and liquid water content. All surface energy transfer occurs in the surface

layer. Energy transfer between the surface and lower layer and between the lower layer

and soil is assumed to occur by conduction and diffusion. If the calculated AQ is negative,

the cold content of the snowcover is increased and the snow layer temperature decreases.

If AQ is positive, the cold content of the snowcover is decreased until the snow layer tern-

perature is isothermal at 0.0 °C. Once the layer is at 0.0 °C, additional inputs of energy
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iesult in melt. If melt occurs it is assumed to displace air in the snowcover causing densi-

fication and increasing the liquid water content of the snowcover. Once the liquid water

content attains a prescribed threshold, additional melt results in runoff. Though meitwater

is usually generated in the surface layer, mass lost to runoff is removed from the lower

layer. The thickness of the surface layer remains constant as long as there is a lower layer.

Once the lower layer is completely melted the snowpack is treated as a single layer. The

model does not account for hydraulic gradient or soil infiltration effects on runoff and

assumes that all runoff generated by the snowcover is lost.

Precipitation depth, temperature and density information are used to adjust the thermal

and mass balance of the snowpack. If precipitation occurs in the form of snow, the model

increases the thickness of the lower layer according to the mass and density of precipitation

and recalculates average layer densities, temperatures, liquid water contents and measure-

rnent heights. If rainfall occurs, advection is calculated from the temperature and mass of

the precipitation input and new average layer densities, temperatures, measurement heights

and liquid water contents are determined. Runoff occurs when the liquid water holding

capacity of the snowcover is exceeded.

5.4.1 Energy and mass balance calculations

Radiation and meteorological data are used to determine net all-wave radiation and

sensible and latent energy exchange between the atmosphere and snow surface layer, as

well as conductive and diffusive energy exchange between the snowcover and soil. Net
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all-wave radiation is calculated in Equation (6) from integrated hourly measurements of

solar and thermal irradiance, solar albedo, and surface temperature and emissivity

information. The initial surface temperature begins at the initial input value (0.0°C) and is

then calculated and updated at the end of each time-step by the model. Surface emissivity,

c, is set at a constant value of 0.99 by the model.

Sensible and latent energy exchange at the snow surface are determined using an aero-

dynamic turbulent transfer approach adapted from Brutsaert (1982) and later modified by

Marks and Dozier (1992). The following equations are solved iteratively to obtain esti-

mates of latent and sensible energy exchange:

Obukhov stability length:

L=(u3p)/ikg(H/TaCp)+0.61 El (18)

Friction velocity:

u = (u k) / In [((zn d0) / zO) (sm (z / L))} (19)

Sensible energy flux:

H = ((Ta TS0) a k u* p C) / ln [((z1 d0) / z11) (ll1h (Zt / L))j (20)

Latent energy flux:

LE = ((q q) aE k u p) / in R(zq do) / ZE) (Wsv (zq / L))1 (21)
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The model requires inputs of air temperature, Ta (K), vapor pressure, q (Pa), and horizontal

wind speed, u (m s1), in order to calculate sensible and latent energy exchange (W m2) at

a point. The measurement heights (m) for air temperature, z1, vapor pressure, Zq, and wind

speed, z, are set as initial conditions and then updated by the model as the depth of the

snowcover changes. The surface roughness lengths for momentum, heat and water vapor

are defined as z, Z, and zF, respectively, and are assumed to be equal (Brutsaert, 1982).

The snow surface temperature, T,o, is adjusted by the model at the end of each time-step.

The snow surface vapor pressure, q, is calculated as the saturated value at the estimated

surface temperature.

Energy exchange by conduction and diffusion will also occur between the soil and

snowcover if a temperature or humidity gradient exists. The model approximates conduc-

tive energy exchange between the soil and snowcover at each time step from Equations

(10) (14). Energy ansfer by conduction and diffusion between the snow surface layer

and the lower snow layer is calculated in the same manner:

G0 = F2Keso Kesi (Ti T50)I / (Kesi Zso + K50 Zi) (22)

where K50 is the effective thermal conductivity of snow surface layer (J m1 K' s1). This

calculation allows the transfer of energy from the surface layer to the rest of the snowcover.

Advected energy transfer to the surface layer is calculated only during time intervals

when precipitation input has occurred according to:



M = FCp.p ppp Zpp (T To)] / tstep
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(23)

Advection is converted from a total (J rn2), to an average flux (W m2) for the time-step,

by dividing by the length of the time-step tstep(S). The density, depth and temperature of

precipitation are model inputs. The temperature of the snow surface layer, To, is updated

by the model at each time-step. The specific heat of precipitation is calculated as a

lunction of precipitation temperature which is assumed to be the measured dewpoint

temperature. If the precipitation temperature is greater than 273. 16 K, the model assumes

that rain has occurred and the specific heat of water is used in the calculation of M. 0th-

erwise the model uses the specific heat of ice. The model estimates advection for either

rain or snow and does not account for the simultaneous occurrence of both rain and snow.

If a rain-snow mixture occurs, advection for each component must be estimated separately.

The surface energy exchange terms are summed to determine the net energy transfer to

the snow surface layer:

AQ0=R+H+LE+G0+M (24)

and the total energy transfer to the snowcover:

(25)
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Equations (24) and (25) determine the energy available for melting or re-freezing in each

layer of the snowpack. If the snow surface and lower layer energy contents, Qo and Qi, are

positive, melt is calculated, the liquid water content of the snowcover, WS, is adjusted, and

the layer cold contents, cc() or cccl, are set to 0.0. If Q or Qj are negative, and liquid water

is present, the energy required for re-freezing is calculated, the liquid water content is ad-

justed, or set to 0.0, and a new cold content is determined for each layer. Once layer cold

contents are adjusted, new layer temperatures are calculated, and a new surface tempera-

ture is established for the next time-step.

If melt occurs during a time-step, the total thickness of the snowcover, z, and the

thickness of the lower snow layer, zi, will be reduced. Because no runoff has yet been

predicted the specific mass of the entire snowcover has not changed. However, average

snowcover density is increased and the specific masses of the snow surface and lower

layers and the cold content of the entire snowcover is adjusted.

Mass lost or gained between the snow surface layer and the atmosphere through evap-

oration or condensation is derived from Equation (21). Evaporation or condensation

between the lower snow layer and the soil is calculated for each time-step as:

E1 = P De I (qg qs.i) / Zg (26)

where E1 is the evaporative flux between the soil and lower layer (kg m2 1), and qg and

qi are the specific humidities of the soil and lower snow layers, respectively. The specific

mass of the snowcover is adjusted by the total mass of evaporative loss or gain. If liquid
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water is present, it is preferentially evaporated in the model by the ratio of the latent heat

of vaporization to sublimation (ft82). The snowcover liquid water content after adjust-

ment for melt or re-freezing, is then adjusted for evaporation. The remaining evaporative

loss, or all evaporation after liquid water has been depleted, is modeled as sublimated ice.

This decreases total snowcover depth and causes adjustment of average snowcover density

and the snow layer specific masses. Half of the ice lost is assumed to be decreased depth.

The remaining sublimated ice and all evaporated liquid water decrease the density and

mass of the snowcover.

The remaining liquid water content, after all snowcover depth, density, and mass ad-

justments for melt, refreezing, and evaporation or condensation, is checked to see if w is

greater than the threshold retention proportion of the air fraction of the snowcover (gener-

ally less than 10%). If this threshold is exceeded, runoff is predicted and both the density

of the snowcover and specific masses of the snow layers are appropriately reduced. If the

cold content of the entire snowpack, cc, is equal to 0.0, the temperatures of both snow

layers are set to 273.15 K. If not, each snow layer temperature is adjusted appropriately.

This model implements a full energy balance to predict snowcover melt and runoff. The

data requirements of the model are simplified by separating all possible, non-coupled en-

ergy inputs from the model and parameterizing both the snowcover and soil in such a

manner that reasonable estimates of their distribution over a watershed or region is

possible. A test of the model over an alpine watershed showed that it predicted daily total

runoff from the basin to within 5% of the measured volume of snowmelt (Marks, 1990;

Marks and Kimball, 1991).
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5.5 Methods

5.5.1 Site description

The study area was located within a 22 ha clear-cut at 900 m elevation on the McRae

Creek drainage within the H.J. Andrews Experimental forest on the west slope of the Cas-

cade range crest in Oregon. The site had been logged in 1981 and broadcast burned in

1982. The plot faced in a south-southwest direction towards the predominant direction of

winter winds. An old-growth forest consisting of Douglas-fir and western hemlock trees

ranging in height from 30-60 m was located approximately 40 m to the northwest of the

plot. Instruments were located on nearly level ground but surrounding slope gradients

approached 80%. Further description of site characteristics is presented by Berris (1984)

and Berris and Han (1987).

Annual precipitation at the site averages 2340 mm. Approximately 80% of annual

precipitation falls during the winter months which are usually mild with air temperatures

ranging between -12 °C and 12 °C during the coldest month of January. Precipitation is

generally produced by moist, frontal systems from the Pacific Ocean delivered in the form

of both rain and snow. The mild winter climate produces shallow snowpacks with internal

temperatures that remain near 0.0 °C. The moderate climate and shallow snowcover of the

snow zone within the lower to middle elevations of the western Cascades create conditions

in which it is not uncommon for an entire snowpack to melt off within a matter of hours

during a warm, moist frontal event.
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5.5.2 Data collection

Model runs were based on meteorological and radiation data collected at the site over

two, 120 hour study periods during February and March of 1984. \ cursory overview of

the data collection effort is presented here as it relates to the objectives of this paper. A

detailed description of the site, data collection efforts and instrumentation is presented by

Berris (1984) and Berris and Harr (1987).

Integrated, hourly solar irradiance was measured from a LI-COR pyranometer sensor

calibrated for cloudy conditions. The solar albedo was estimated from a limited set of

measured reflectances made at an alpine site in the Sierra Nevada Mountains under spring

melt conditions (Marks, Dozier and Davis, 1992). An estimated solar albedo of 0.70 was

derived from an integration of hourly measurements of visible and near-infrared reflec-

tances obtained under cloudy conditions and held constant throughout the investigation

period. The assumption of a constant albedo introduced a certain degree of error but was

minimized because heavy cloud cover strongly suppressed both the magnitude and diurnal

amplitude of measured hourly solar irradiance during rain-on-snow events and throughout

most of the measurement period (Berris and Han, 1987).

Thermal irradiance at the surface is composed of radiation emitted from ozone, carbon

dioxide and water vapor at all levels within the atmosphere. The amount of thermal irra-

diance is a function of the emissivity of the atmosphere which is strongly dependent on

surrounding terrain, cloud cover, air temperature, pressure, and humidity. Cloud cover and

surrounding vegetation will cause marked increases in thermal inadiance at the snow sur-

face and is not easily modeled. Thermal irradiance was estimated from temperature and
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humidity information using an approach developed by Brutsaert (1975) and later modified

by Marks and Dozier (1979) for use in alpine areas. This method accounts for variations

in atmospheric emissivity with humidity, view factor and elevation and has been found to

compare well with measured values during spring snowmelt conditions in the Sierra Ne-

vada range of California (Marks and Dozier, 1979; Marks and Dozier, 1992). Cloud cover

can significantly increase thermal irradiance over a snow surface due to the large absorp-

tion and emissivity of clouds in the thermal portion of the spectrum. Since the measure-

rnent plot was characterized by predominantly low cloud cover, estimated clear-sky

thermal irradiance was increased by a factor of 1.34. This cloud correction factor repre-

sents the ratio of thermal irradiance under clear and cloudy conditions and was derived

from thermal irradiance measurements at an alpine site in the Sierra Nevada mountains of

California (Marks, Dozier and Davis, 1992).

Wind speed was measured at a height of 1.5 m above the ground with a Weathertonics,

three-cup, low-threshold, anemometer. The anemometer's threshold of accuracy was ap-

proximately 0.9 m but was found to be most reliable at wind speeds from 3-10 m s.

Unfortunately, the anemometer was relatively insensitive to prevailing wind conditions at

the site which rarely exceeded 2.0 m s* The instrument frequently recorded hourly wind

speeds of 0.0 m which was considered improbable even under calm conditions, since the

site was located in a cleared area on an exposed mountain drainage. A factor of 0.9 m s

was added to measured wind speed data to adjust for instrument threshold error.

Air and dewpoint temperatures were measured at a height of 1.5 m above the ground

with shielded thermistors and lithium chloride dew-point hygrometers, respectively, Pre-
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cipitation was measured with a heated, tipping bucket rain gage and 4 storage rain gages.

Snowpack runoff was measured from a network of eight flat, rectangular, fibergiassed,

0.25 m2 wooden pans located throughout the measurement plot and connected by buried

plastic pipe to a tipping bucket. A micrologger scanned all sensors at 10-second intervals

and generated mean hourly radiation, temperatures and wind speeds, as well as hourly

precipitation and snowcover runoff estimates.

5.5.3 Model assumptions and initial conditions

The energy balance snowmelt model requires initial estimates of several snowpack

properties in order to effectively characterize snowmelt at a point. These parameters were

ierived from measured data when possible but most had to be estimated due to a lack of

detailed measurements of snowpack conditions. Model initial conditions are summarized

in Table 5.1,

The snowpack active-layer depth represents the maximum depth of radiation penetra-

lion and defines the mass of the snowcover involved in surface energy exchange. The

depth of radiation penetration into snow is variable and depends on factors such as grain

size and solar zenith angle. The depth of the active-layer has been found to range from 0.1

m to 0.2 m for deep snowpacks under spring melt conditions in the Sierra Nevada moun-

tains of California (Marks, Dozier and Davis, 1992). For the purposes of this investigation

the initial snowpack active layer depth was set at 0.1 m. Varying this parameter did not

appear to influence mode] estimates of snowpack properties because measured solar radi-
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ation at the site was low and the estimated snowpack profile remained at 0.0 °C and under

active melt during rainfall events.

For comparison between lysimeter and model runoff and snowmelt results, the snow-

pack initial depth for the February 10 14 and February 27 March 2 periods were based

on measured depths of 0.242 m and 0.253 m, respectively. Initial snowpack depths of 0.5

rn were used under more extreme, simulated meteorological conditions in order to ensure

adequate snowcover throughout the model runs. Air temperature and snow depth mea-

urements indicated that the snowpack was generally shallow (< 0.5 m), existing under

average air temperatures of approximately 4 °C. Both the initial active and lower layer

snowpack temperatures were therefore assumed to be isothermal at 0.0 °C and capable of

producing melt.

The maximum free water content of the snowpack is defined as a proportion (between

.() and 1 .0) of the air fraction of the snowcover following the convention set by Davis et

ii. (195). Some controversy exists about the water retention capacity of a snowcover but

the volume of liquid water held by a snowpack is probably relatively small (Colbeck,

I 97). Maximum values during spring melt have generally been found to be on the order

of 0.05 (5%) which corresponds to a liquid water retention threshold of approximately 23

kg m3 (s = 500 kg m3)

The physical properties of a snowpack such as thermal conductivity, snow water equiv-

alent and air permeability depend strongly on snow density. Snowpack densities have been

found to range from 65 kg m3 for new snow to upwards of 650 kg m3 for a ripe snowpack

under active snowmelt (Male and Granger, 1981; Marks etal., 1986). Snow densities were
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Table 5. 1. Summary of snowmelt model initial conditions

INITIAL CONDITIONS

I) Snow depth 0.242 m (Feb. 10), 0.253 m (Feb. 27)

2) Maximum free water content = 5%

3) Initial free water content = 1.7%

4) Snowpack active layer depth = 0.10 m

5) Initial snowpack density = 500 kg m3

() Initial active layer temperature = 0.0 °C

7) Initial lower layer temperature = 0.0 °C

) Snow surface roughness = 0.003 m

initially calculated by weighing a known volume of snow. Although this method has been

widely used, it is prone to error, especially when a snowpack is shallow or ice lenses are

present. Snowpack densities derived from this method ranged from 149 265 kg m3 and

were substantially lower than expected for spring melt conditions. This method was there-

fore judged to be unreliable and abandoned. Instead, a density of 500 kg m3 was used to

represent initial snowpack conditions. Detailed snowpack profile density measurements

conducted near the site during February, 1994 under similar snow and climate conditions
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showed densities of approximately 490 kg m3 which seemed to support the assumption of

a higher density.

The snow surface roughness length (zfl) is used in the calculation of convective energy

transfer. Over snow, which is fairly smooth, Z() ranges from l.0x104 to 5.0x103 m, though

once vegetation and local terrain features have to be considered, the value can be much

higher. Z was set to a constant 0.003 m for the model runs. Since the model runs were

restricted to relatively short time periods with a complete snowcover, the assumption of a

constant roughness value is considered valid.

Precipitation was measured by a heated tipping bucket rain gage and four storage rain

gages. Precipitation type (rain or snow), temperature and density parameters were not

measured and had to be estimated indirectly. Precipitation temperatures were assumed to

be equal to measured dewpoint temperatures. Precipitation type and density, were esti-

mated from dewpoint temperature data. Precipitation was classified as rain or snow based

on a dewpoint temperature threshold of 0.0°C. Rainfall densities were assumed to be 1000

kg m3. Precipitation during periods with dewpoint temperatures between 0.0°C and

-3.0°C was assumed to be a mixture of both rain and snow with an average density of 700

kg m3, When dewpoint temperatures were below -3.0°C, precipitation was assumed to be

entirely composed of snowfall with a density of 350 kg rn0. This investigation focuses on

relatively short time periods with documented rain-on-snow events in order to minimize

precipitation type and density estimation errors. It is likely that precipitation estimation

errors are significant during snowfall events or when rain and snow precipitation is mixed.
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Model accuracies are therefore likely to decrease over longer time periods without more

detailed precipitation information.

5.5.4 Rain-on-snow events

Three rain-on-snow events were selected from the measured data representing a variety

of climate and rainfall conditions. Each event exhibited distinct precipitation depths and

intensities. The first rainfall event (A) occurred on February 28, 1984 over a 5 hour period.

The measured precipitation depth for this event was 1 .5 mm. The second event (B) began

roughly 25 hours later on February 29 and continued over a 19 hour period. The measured

precipitation depth for this event was larger at 15 mm. The third event (C) occurred on

February 12, 1984 and represented the largest recorded rainfall event at the site. This event

)ccurred over a 34 hour period and delivered 143.5 mm of rainfall.

Hourly climate, radiation and precipitation data for the two measurement periods are

presented in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. A statistical summary of climate and radiation for the

three rain-on-snow events is presented in Table 5.2. Rainfall events exhibited light to

moderate intensities over durations of a few hours to two days. Rainfall intensities for

event A averaged 0.3 mm hf1 with peak intensities less than 1.0 mm hr* Event B was of

a more moderate rainfall intensity, averaging 0.8 mm hr with a peak intensity of 1.5 mm

hf'. Rainfall intensities for the largest event (C) peaked at 6.5 mm hr and averaged ap-

proximately 4.1 mm hr'. Air temperatures during rain-on-snow events remained above

freezing, averaging approximately 4.3 °C with relative humidities near 100%. Wind
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Table 5.2. Summary of measured climate and radiation conditions during selected rain-
on-snow events

EVENT A (5 hrs)
Mean Max. Mi Coeff. of

Var. (%)

Net Solar (W/m"2) 48.5 83.3 11.4 54

Net Thermal (W/m"2) 14.1 25.0 2.3 52

Rn (W/mA2) 62.7 98.0 13.7 51

Ta (C) 5.0 6.2 3.3 22

U(m/s) 1.7 2.3 1.1 26

Ea (mb) 7.9 9.4 6.1 20

Rainfall (mm/hr) 0.3 1.0 0.0 123

Tdewpt (C) 3.3 6.2 0.0 71

EVENT B (19 hrs)
Net Solar (W/m"2) 4.7 28.0 0.0 203

Net Thermal (W/m1¼2) 5.6 11.0 2.2 43

Rn (W/m"2) 10.3 39.0 2.2 111

Ta (C) 3.2 4.1 2.6 13

U(m/s) 1.7 2.1 1.1 17

Ea(mb) 7.6 8.1 6.7 4

Rainfall (mm/hr) 0.8 1.5 0.0 50

Tdewpt (C) 3.1 4.0 1.3 18

EVENT C (34 hrs)
Net Solar (W/m''2) 1.7 13.4 0.0 216

Net Thermal (W/m"2) 12.2 28.2 -4.5 69

Rn (W/m"2) 13.8 37.9 -4.5 81

Ta (C) 4.6 7.0 0.7 1

U(m/s) 2.0 3.3 0.9 21

Ea (mb) 8.5 10.0 5.0 10

Rainfall (mm/hr) 4.1 6.5 0.0 44

Tdewpt (C) 2.7 5.2 0.7 48
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velocities during the three events were light averaging approximately 2 m s with peak

winds generally less than 3 m s1.

The site was overcast during the rain-on-snow events and over virtually the entire data

collection period. Net all-wave radiation during rainfall periods was generally less than 90

w m2 and averaged only 63, 10 and 14 W m2 for events A, B, and C, respectively. R was

small but positive during rain-on-snow events indicating a net transfer of energy to the

snowpack. Net solar radiation during rainfall events was low, averaging only 18 W m2

with peak values generally less than 8() W m2. The low magnitude of net solar radiation

for events A and B was primarily due to the time of day in which these events occurred.

The low net solar radiation for event C was probably due to a combination of low cloud

cover and snow or other obstructions on the sensor.

Estimated thermal irradiance averaged approximately 324 W m2 during rainfall events

and exhibited little diurnal variation due to cloudy conditions, low temperatures and stable

humidities. Thermal exitance from the snowpack was approximately 312 W m2 and was

constant during rainfall events since the snow temperature remained at 0.0 °C. These

conditions resulted in low net thermal radiation values which averaged only 10.6 Wm2 yet

composed approximately 37% of the net all-wave radiation.

5.5.5 Adjusted meteorological conditions

Snowpack conditions were evaluated under simulated drier, warmer, wetter, and windier

meteorological conditions in order to evaluate the snowmelt response to air temperature,
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rainfall, humidity, wind speed, thermal and solar radiation during rain-on-snow events.

Net solar radiation has been shown to play a major role in controlling the rate of snowmelt

under clear-sky conditions (Marks, 1988; Marks et al., 1992). The magnitude of net solar

radiation during the heaviest rainfall event C was quite small, averaging less than 2.0 W

m2. These characteristics have been observed during rainfall and snowfall events at other

sites and were probably due to the combination of overcast conditions and snow or some

other obstruction on the sensor. Hourly net radiation data from a subsequent cloudy day

with no precipitation ranged from 0-126Wm2 with a mean value of 13.8W m2 which was

approximately 8 times larger than the net solar radiation data for event C. The model was

run using the alternate radiation data combined with the meteorological data for event C in

order to evaluate the snowpack response to increased radiation.

Temperature effects on snowmelt were evaluated by increasing measured hourly air and

precipitation temperatures by 2.0 °C. The relative humidity of the air was held constant

and thermal irradiance was recalculated at each time-step according to the adjusted air

temperatures and specific humidities. Precipitation type and densities were also re-

evaluated accordingly.

Wind speeds strongly effect snowmelt processes by regulating the amount of convection

and condensation at the snow surface. Measured wind velocities were generally low at the

measurement site, averaging less than 2.0 m s. Hourly wind speeds were increased by

factors of 4 and 6 and combined with measured data to evaluate snowmelt processes under

light to moderately windy conditions. Measured rain-on-snow events represented very
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light to heavy rainfall conditions. Measured rates of rainfall were doubled in order to

assess the snowpack response to a greater range of rainfall events.

5.6 Results and discussion

5.6.1 Model results under measured meteorological conditions

The rate of snowmelt is dependent on the condition of the snowcover and the magnitude

of energy transferred to the snow surface as defined by the energy balance equation (1).

Although rainfall is capable of penetrating to considerable depths within a snowpack re-

sulting in a mass transport of heat to lower snow-layers, active melt occurs predominantly

at the snow surface (Male and Granger, 1981). Plots of calculated energy balance terms for

the two measurement periods are presented in Figure 5.3. Results for the 3 rainfall events

are summarized in Table 5,3. The snowpack during rain-on-snow events was thermody-

namically active and approximately isothermal at 0.0 °C. Light winds, humid conditions

and above freezing air temperatures resulted in a small net transfer of energy to the snow-

cover and small but fairly continuous rates of snowmelt. Snowmelt estimates for events A,

B, and C were 4.1, 4.2 and 21.1 mm, respectively. The rate of snowmelt during rainfall

events averaged approximately 0.55 mm hr1 and was generally independent of the mag-

nitude of the rainfall period and more a function of the net all-wave radiation and sensible

and latent energy terms. The rate of snowmelt was generally low due to the small mag-

nitude of energy transfer to the snowcover from net radiation and convection. Though of

small magnitude, net radiation and convection were responsible for between 75 and 98
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percent of snowmelt for the three rainfall events. The contribution of rainfall advection to

the total snowmelt increased as the magnitude of the rainfall event increased accounting for

2.4, 13.9 and 25.3 percent of snowmelt for events A, B, and C, respectively. The amount

of snowme!t from advection was generally moderate compared to radiation and convective

processes under measured rainfall conditions. Energy transfer by conduction between the

soil and snowcover did not contribute to snowmelt because of the low thermal conductivity

of snow and low soil temperatures which remained at approximately 0.0 °C during rain-

on-snow events.

Table 5.3. Factors controlling estimated snowmelt for the measurement period and se-
lected rain-on-snow events

TOTAL A B C

r

%Melt % Melt % Melt I % Melt

Net Solar
1

63.8 22.9 3.0

Net Thermal -9.9 18.6 27.2 21.785ft2 124.7
H 18.0 9.2 18.5 25.2

ILvE J8A 5.9 17.0 25.4

H+LvE 3S7 151
..-

L

M 15.2 2.4 13.9 25.3

G 0.0 0.0

Rainfall did not freeze within the snowpack and resulted in a rapid runoff response

because snow temperatures were at 0.0 °C and liquid water holding capacity was generally
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attained within 1-2 hours following the initiation of rainfall. These results support con-

clusions reached under similar conditions using a matrix of thermistors to monitor rainfall

infiltration into a maritime snowpack (Conway and Benedict, 1994). Rainfall represented

a dominant 77 and 93 percent of estimated runoff for the largest events B and C, respec-

tively, but represented only 26 percent of runoff for the smallest event A. Rainfall

generally composed the majority of runoff because snowmelt was generally light during

rainfall events and the rapid saturation of the snowcover at the onset of the larger rainfall

events allowed liquid precipitation to be directly translated through the snowpack as

runoff.

5.6.2 Model comparison to lysimeter outflow

Model and lysimeter results for the three rain-on-snow events are presented in Table 5.4.

Plots of estimated hourly snowmelt and runoff for the two measurement periods are shown

in Figure 5.4. Model and lysimeter estimates of hourly runoff and snowmelt compared

moderately well, though results were more comparable for runoff than snowmelt. The

lysimeter exhibited higher rates and total volumes of snowmelt and runoff than the model

for the three rainfall events. Lysimeter results were generally 2.3 times larger than model

estimates of snowmelt and 1.3 times larger than model estimated runoff. Model estimates

of snowmelt for the entire measurement period were approximately 78% of lysimeter re-

sults while modeled runoff was 73% of lysimeter runoff. Precipitation generally

represented a slightly lower 21, 49 and 78 percent of lysimeter runoff for events A, B, and

C, respectively, due to the greater magnitude of lysimeter runoff.
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Table 5.4. Snowmelt model and lysimeter results for the measurement periodand selected

rain-on-snow events

EVENT A (5 hrs)

Model (mm) Lysimeter (mm) Model/Lysimeter

Melt 4.1 5.5 0.74

Runoff 5.8 7.0 0.83

Precipitation 1.5 1.5

EVENT B (19 hrs)

Melt 4.2 15.8 0.27

Runoff 19.4 30.8 0.63

Precipitation 15.0 15.0

EVENT C (34 hrs)

Melt 21.1 41.4 0.51

Runoff 154.1 183.2 0.84

Precipitation 143.5 143.5

TOTAL MEASUREMENT PERIOD (240 hrs)

Melt 80.4 103.6 0.78

Runoff 204.0 278.5 0.73

Precipitation 240.7 240.7

Model and lysimeter differences in estimated hourly snowmelt were likely due to a

number of factors, including measurement error, model assumptions of meteorological

conditions and parameterizations of snowpack properties. Lysimeter estimates of

snowmelt were derived by subtracting hourly precipitation measurements from hourly ly-

simeter runoff values. As a result, lysimeter melt responded readily to fluctuations in

precipitation intensities while model results responded more to radiation, air temperature,
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humidity and wind speed variations. It is difficult to attribute differences between model

and lysimeter results to any single factor. Differences are most likely due to combinations

of meteorological data and lysimeter runoff and snowmelt measurement errors as well as

model assumption and input parameterization errors.

5.6.3 Potential measurement errors

Accurate monitoring of snowpack conditions using a physically-based energy balance

approach is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the available data. It is likely that

differences in estimated snowmelt and runoff between model and lysimeter results were

due to combinations of several factors involving snowmelt, runoff, solar radiation, precip-

itation, temperature and wind measurement errors as well as incorrect parameterization of

nowcover properties used to initialize the model. Potential sources of measurement error

are reviewed below.

Runoff, climate, precipitation and snowpack properties are difficult to measure accu-

rately in the field using unattended instruments. Solar radiation measurements are prone to

error under rain-on-snow conditions due to the likelihood of sensor obstructions (Stanhill,

1992). Net solar radiation measurements were extremely low during rainfall events. Dur-

ing event C the peak mid-day value in R.0i was only 13 W m2. Detailed R0i measure-

ments under mid-day conditions with 100 % cloud cover over an alpine snowcover in the

Sierra Nevada mountains of California showed typical values of R,01 greater than 100 W

m2 (Marks, 198). These results suggest that low R.01 values obtained at the Cascade site
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may be due to a sensor obstruction. Under-estimation of R,01 would tend to reduce the

model estimated snowmelt which might account for observed differences in model and

lysimeter results during event C.

Thermal radiation is rarely measured in the field and is difficult to estimate due to cloud

cover, humidity and terrain conditions which strongly influence atmospheric emissivities

(Male and Granger, 1981; Marks, Dozier and Davis, 1992). Thermal irradiance was not

measured at the Cascade site but was calculated from temperature and humidity measure-

ments and estimates of atmospheric emissivity, cloud cover and surrounding terrain effects

(Marks and Dozier, 1979). Errors associated with erroneous assumptions regarding the

emissivities or relative contributions of the surrounding terrain and sky to thermal irradi-

ance could account for differences between model estimated snowmelt and runoff and

ysimeter results. A 10 percent increase in atmospheric emissivity, terrain view factor and

:loud cover effects, for example, resulted in a 14 percent increase in the estimated thermal

irradiance which approximately doubled the magnitude of the estimated snowmelt for the

three rainfall events.

Accurate measurements of wind speed are possible to obtain in the field, but care must

be taken in selecting the proper combination of instruments and recording devices that are

sensitive enough to capture the characteristic range of wind speeds at the measurement site.

The aerodynamic turbulent transfer method used to derive sensible and latent energy ex-

change in Equations (18) (21) is highly sensitive to variations in wind speed (Stewart,

1982). Increases in hourly wind velocities by 1 and 2 m s1, for example, resulted in in-

creases in the total depth of snowmelt for the three events by 81 and 159 percent,
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respectively. It is thus likely that wind speed measurement errors contributed to observed

differences between model and lysimeter results.

Snow density and liquid water holding capacity are important parameters for charac-

terizing the thermal and mass properties of a snowpack yet these parameters are extremely

difficult to measure without sensitive instrumentation (Colbeck, 1978). Under conditions

of active snowmelt, however, these properties can be estimated with reasonable accuracy

(Marks, 1 988; Marks et al., 1992). The most difficult parameters to measure in a forested

rain-on-snow zone next to radiation are precipitation and runoff. Precipitation falling as

snow or a rain-snow mixture is easily displaced by winds due to high surface areas and low

densities (McKay, 1970; McKay and Gray, 1981). These characteristics make it difficult

to measure precipitation using rain gages even when sheltering devices are used (Allis et

al., 1963; Goodison et al., 1981). The highly cohesive properties of snowfall under near

zero air temperatures also increases the likelihood of rain gage bridging under moderate to

ieavy snowfall. Precipitation density information is needed to adjust snow depth and

Jensity as well as the liquid water content and mass balance of the snowpack. Under

periods of rainfall, precipitation densities can be easily estimated. When snow or a rain-

snow mixture occurs precipitation densities become exceedingly difficult to estimate with-

out more detailed precipitation information (Goodison et al., 1981; Marks et al., 1992). It

is likely that precipitation depth and density estimation errors contributed significantly to

model snowmelt and runoff estimation errors with respect to actual conditions and also

may have contributed to differences between lysimeter and model results.
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Snowpack runoff measurements from small lysimeters are questionable and their use-

fulness is limited to providing general determinations of snowmelt and runoff. Point

measurements of runoff are difficult to measure accurately using small lysimeters due to

the spatial heterogeneity of precipitation and snowcover properties, the presence of ice

lenses and the lateral movement of melt water within the snowpack, as well as altered

snowcover properties and snow-soil interactions from the lysimeter (Kattelmann, 1993

Pers, Comm.; Conway and Benedict, 1994). The shallow, dense and highly heterogeneous

nature of snowcover in the western Cascades make it especially difficult to monitor

snowmelt and runoff with reasonable accuracy using small lysimeters. The usefulness of

these devices is limited to determining the general onset, timing and duration of runoff

rather than determining snowmelt or the magnitude of runoff from a snowpack. Based on

the current understanding of the physics of snowmelt, the snowmelt model produced ac-

curate results given the nature of the input data. In view of the limitations of snow

lysimeters, the model and lysimeter results were generally comparable regarding the gen-

eral onset and duration of snowmelt and runoff as well as the hourly variations in these

parameters during rainfall events.

5.6.4 Model results under adjusted meteorological conditions

Hourly simulation results representing warmer, windier and wetter meteorological

conditions are presented in Figures 5.5 5.8 and summarized in Table 5.5. Doubled pre-

cipitation rates generated total rainfall depths of 3, 30 and 287 mm for events A, B and C,

respectively. The proportion of snowmelt due to advection increased from 3 to 15 percent
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Table 5.5. Modeled snowmelt and snowpack energy balance for measured (base) and
simulated conditions

EVENT A (5 hrs)
Melt
(mm)

Net Solar
(%melt)

Net Theun.
(%melt)

Rn
(%melt)

H
(%melt)

LyE
(%melt)

H+LvE
(%melt)

M
(%melt)

Base 4.1 64 19 82 9 6 15 2

Pcpx2 4.2 62 18 80 9 6 15 5

Ta+2 4.9 53 27 81 11 8 19 3

Ux4 10.2 26 7 33 40 25 65 1

Ux6 14.5 18 5 23 46 29 76 1

Ta+2,
lJx4______

13.3 20 10 30 40 30 70 1

EVENT B (19 hrs)
Base 4.2 23 27 50 18 17 36 14

Pcpx2 4.7 20 24 45 17 15 32 25

Ta+2 7.8 12 42 55 16 16 32 12

Ux4 19.3 5 6 11 45 41 86 3

Ux6 29.6 3 4 7 47 44 91 2

Ta+2, 30.5 3 11 14 41 41 83 3

EVENT C (34 hrs)
Base 21.1 3 22 25 25 25 51 25

Nsol,adj 25.8 20 18 38 21 21 41 21

Pcpx2 26.7 2 17 19 20 20 40 40
Ta+2 32.0 2 30 32 20 21 41 28

Ux4 87.8 1 5 6 56 32 88 6

Ux6 130.0 1 4 4 58 34 91 4
Ta+2,
Ux4________

161.0 1 6 6 42 45 88 5

over measured conditions for the three rainfall events. Average snowmelt rates did not

increase significantly under greater rainfall, however, and total volumes of snowmelt in-

creased only slightly above base conditions. The increase in total snowmelt over base

conditions was minimal for the smaller events resulting in total increases of only 0.1 and

0.5 mm for events A and B, respectively. Net radiation and sensible and latent energy
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exchange remained the primary factors controlling snowmelt during these events and were

responsible for approximately 6% of total snowmelt for the two periods. The snowmelt

response showed a somewhat larger 5.6 mm increase for the more extreme event, C, in

which the proportion of melt due to advection increased from 25% under base conditions

to 40% under doubled precipitation. Nevertheless, net radiation and convection-

condensation (H+LE) remained the dominant processes controlling 59% of the total melt.

The amount of energy imparted to a snowpack by rainfall depends on the amount of

precipitation and the temperature difference between the snowpack and precipitation as

shown in Equation (15). In a transitional rain-on-snow zone, temperature differences be-

tween rainfall and the snowcover are small because the snowpack is approximately

isothermal at 0.0 °C and precipitation temperatures are typically less than 5 °C. Advection

therefore has a minimal impact on snowmelt under normal rainfall conditions and only

lecomes an important factor under extreme events.

The adjusted net solar radiation data for the largest event (C) increased the total volume

of snowmelt by 22% over base conditions. The proportion of net solar radiation induced

snowmelt increased by 719% over base conditions and accounted for 20% of the total

snowmelt for the rainfall period. The snowmelt response to increased net solar radiation

accounted for 95% of the total melt from advection but only represented 49% of the H+LE

contribution to the total melt.

The 2.0 °C increase in average hourly air temperatures resulted in a 44% increase in net

radiation at the surface from approximately 27 W m2 to 39 W m2 due to increased thermal

irradiance. The total amount of snowmelt increased from 20 to 86 percent over base con-
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ditions resulting in total snowmelt ranging from 4,9 to 32.0 mm for the three rainfall

periods. The increase in snowmelt was primarily due to enhanced thermal irradiance re-

suiting in proportional increases in net thermal radiation induced snowmelt from 69 to 1 8

percent over base conditions. Warmer air temperatures and increased humidities enhanced

average hourly sensible and latent energy fluxes to the surface for the three events from

approximately 16 W m2 (Std. Dev. = 8.8 W m2) to 21 W m2 (Std. Dev. = 10.3 W m2) and

resulted in proportional increases in H+LE induced melt from 22 to 65 percent over base

conditions. The effects of enhanced temperature and humidity gradients on sensible and

latent energy exchange were strongly inhibited due to the general lack of appreciable wind

at the site. The 2.0 °C increase in precipitation temperatures resulted in proportional in-

creases in total snowmelt from 60 to i62 percent. Increased precipitation temperatures

significantly enhanced the ability of rainfall to affect snowmelt, but the overall effect of

advection was minimal compared to net radiation and convective processes for the smaller

rainfall events and only became a major factor for the most extreme event (C).

Hourly wind speed increases by factors of 4 and 6 resulted in mean winds of 6.2 and 9.4

m respectively. A four fold increase in wind speed resulted in a 275% increase in mean

snowmelt rates over base conditions for the three events. Total snowmelt increased from

145 to 359 percent over base conditions for the three events. Enhanced snowmelt rates

were produced by marked increases in surface convection and condensation in which the

proportion of melt from H+LE increased from 618 to 999 percent over base conditions to

account for approximately 80% of the total snowmelt. A six fold increase in hourly wind

speeds produced a 460% increase in snowmelt rates, and total snowmelt increased from
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254 to 605 percent over base conditions for the three events. The proportion of snowmelt

contributed by H+LE increased from 168 to 1706 percent over base conditions, account-

ing for approximately 86% of the total snowmelt for the three events.

The combination of a 2.0 °C air temperature and 4 fold increase in hourly wind speeds

resulted in an approximate increase of 287% in snowmelt rates over base conditions for the

three rainfall events. The total amount of snowmelt for the three events increased from 224

to 663 percent over base conditions to 13.3 mm, 30.5 mm and 161.0 mm for events A, B

tnd C, respectively, Snowmelt under these conditions accounted for approximately 5.3%,

I 2.2% and 64% of the total initial snowpack water equivalent for the three events. H+LVE

was responsible for approximately 80% of the total snowmelt which represented propor-

rional increases in H+LE induced melt from 1450 to 1587 percent over base conditions for

the three events.

5.7 Summary and conclusions

The objective of this investigation was to evaluate the sensitivity of snowmelt processes

to conditions which occur during rain-on-snow events in order to 1) determine why rain-

on-snow floods occur and 2) evaluate whether clear-cut logging practices enhance

snowmelt and flooding. An energy balance snowmelt model was used to evaluate the en-

ergy and mass balance of a snowpack during rain-on-snow events under both measured and

adjusted meteorological conditions. Based on the current understanding of the physics of

snowmelt, the snowmelt model produced accurate results given the nature of the input data.
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The snowpack was generally found to be thermodynamically active and under a continu-

ous state of melt during rain-on-snow events. During rainfall periods the snowpack was

approximately isothermal at 0.0 °C and the liquid water storage capacity of the snowpack

was generally attained within 1-2 hours following the initiation of precipitation. Rainfall

was therefore translated directly to runoff. Snowmelt rates under measured meteorological

conditions were generally light during rainfall events. As a result, runoff during moderate

to heavy rainfall periods was composed primarily of precipitation rather than snowmelt.

The snowpack was most sensitive to variations in wind speed which strongly controlled

the amount of snowmelt from sensible and latent energy exchange. Snowmelt rates during

measured rainfall events were generally small, averaging less than 1.0 mm hf1 due to light

winds and overcast conditions which dramatically reduced sensible and latent energy ex-

change and solar irradiance at the surface. Under moderately windy conditions, sensible

and latent energy controlled between 65 and 91 percent of the total snowmelt while total

volumes of snowmelt during rainfall events increased from 149 to 516 percent over base

conditions. Snowmelt rates increased from less than 1.0 mm hf' under measured condi-

tions to between 1.0 and 3.8 mm hr1 under 4 and 6 fold wind increases.

Warmer air and precipitation temperatures enhanced both thermal irradiance and rainfall

advection at the surface, resulting in moderate increases in snowmelt rates. Larger rainfall

events were translated directly to increased runoff due to saturated snowcover conditions.

The ability of rainfall advection to affect snowmelt processes was strongly dependent on

the magnitude of the rainfall event. Advection generally accounted for only a small pro-

portion of total snowmelt compared to radiation and convective processes, and did not
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significantly affect snowmelt during light to moderate rainfall events. For the most ex-

treme measured rainfall event, advection accounted for 25% of the total snowmelt volume

of 21.1 mm. Doubling the precipitation volume resulted in only a moderate 22% increase

in the total snowmelt volume. Overall, these results suggest that rainfall advection does

not significantly enhance snowmelt under normal rainfall events and only exerts a moder-

ate influence on snowmelt under more extreme events. The magnitude of advected energy

to the snowpack from rainfall is limited in transitional rain-on-snow zones due to the gen-

erally low magnitudes of rainfall that occur over snow and the small differences between

rainfall and snowcover temperatures.

Overall, these results indicate that snowmelt processes are much more sensitive to the

increased wind velocities, air temperatures and humidities that frequently accompanyrain-

fall events rather than the magnitude of the precipitation. In forested areas solar irradiance

rnd wind speeds are generally reduced at the snow surface below the vegetation canopy

which lead to reduced rates of snowmelt. Although thermal irradiance is increased below

the vegetation canopy, low air and canopy temperatures, and high thermal emissivities of

the snowcover generally limit the magnitude of net thermal radiation and the ability of this

parameter to enhance snowmelt.

In cleared areas such as those resulting from clear-cut logging practices, increased solar

irradiance combined with increased wind speeds at the snow surface are likely. These

conditions have been shown to dramatically enhance snowmelt. The results of this inves-

tigation suggest that clear-cut logging practices increase the risk of rain-on-snow induced

flooding within the snow transition zone of the Pacific Northwest because 1) rainfall is
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generally translated directly to runoff and 2) the increased turbulence in cleared areas dra-

matically enhances snowmelt.

5.8 Terms

aH, aR = Dimensionless ratio of eddy diffusivity and viscosity for heat and water

vapor; (aH = aE 1.0)

CC, CC0, CC1 = Total snowcover, surface and lower layer cold contents (K)

C = Specific heat of dry air at constant pressure (1005 J kg' K1)
Cpp, Cp ice' = Specific heat of precipitation, ice and water (J kg' K')
d0 = Zero plane displacement height in meters (Brutsaert (1982) suggests d0 = 2/3

* 735 z0)

Dc, De, = Calculated and standard effective diffusion coefficients for water vapor

in saturated soil (m2 1)

E1 = Evaporative flux between soil and lower snow layer (kg m2 s1)

E = Radiant exitance (W m2)
G, G0 = Conductive energy flux in surface layer and between snow layers (W m2)

g = Acceleration of gravity (9.80616 m s2)

H = Sensible energy flux (W m2)

'1w ,'sol, I Thermal, solar and total irradiance (W m2)

k = Von Karmen's constant ( 0,40)

KH, Kw = Bulk transfer coefficients for heat and water vapor

K1, Kg = Thermal conductivity of snow and soil layers (J m K1 1)

Kes,O, Kesi, Keg = Effective thermal conductivities of the surface and lower snow layer,

and soil (J m1 K1 s4)

L = Obhukov stability length (m)
LE = Latent energy flux (W m2); L is the latent heat of vaporization or

condensation (2.5x 106 J kg') and E is the mass flux (kg m2 s)
M = Advective energy flux from rainfall (W m2)

nT = Dimensionless layer temperature exponent ( 14)

Pa, P0 = Estimated elevation corrected air and sea level air pressures (Pa)

qs,i' qg
= Specific humidity of snow and soil layers (Pa)

q, qs = Specific humidities of air and surface (Pa)

Qo, Qi, Q = Surface layer, lower layer and total snowpack energy (W m2)

R501, R = Net thermal, solar and all-wave radiation flux (W m2)
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T = Temperature (K)
Ta = Elevation corrected air temperature (K)

Tg, To, T,i Soil, surface and lower snow layer temperatures (K)

Tice, T = Ice and water temperatures (K)
T,o = Precipitation and average temperature of the active snow layer (K)

Tmeit = Melting temperature of ice ( 273.15 K)

tatep = Model time step (s)

= Friction velocity (m 1)

u = Wind speed (m s')
w = liquid water content of the snowcover (kg m3)

Z, Z1, Zq = Measurement heights for wind, temperature and humidity (m)

z0, ZH, zE = Surface roughness lengths for momentum, heat and water vapor (m)

Precipitation depth (m)

z, z = Depth of total snowcover, surface and lower snow layers (m)

Zg = Soil measurement depth (m)
z = Layer thickness (z)

Wsm, Wsv, 1Vsh = Stability functions for momentum, water vapor and heat (Marks and

Dozier, 1992)

p, Ps = Air, precipitation and snow densities (kg m3)

a = Albedo (Estimated as 0.70)
= Emissivity of the snow surface ( 0.99)

= Stephan Boltzman Constant ( 5.67 x l0 W m2 K4)
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6 CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this research was to examine the effect of cover type, climate and

temporal scale on surface energy and mass exchange calculations. Penman-Monteith,

Priestley-Taylor and aerodynamic turbulent transfer models were compared over a uni-

form, grass covered surface under near-saturated conditions and an alpine snowcover in the

Sierra Nevada mountains of California. The turbulent transfer method responded prima-

rily to wind speed and temperature and humidity gradients while the Penman-Monteith

method responded to both radiation and turbulence. The Priestley-Taylor response was

limited primarily to changes in radiation. At the grass site, wind velocities were light,

averaging less than 2.0 m s1, and latent energy exchange was controlled primarily by net

radiant energy. The three models compared favorably with with Bowen ratio estimates of

hourly and total daily evaporation on cloudy days. On clear days the Penman-Monteith

and Priestley-Taylor methods compared well with Bowen ratio results while the turbulent

transfer model tended to over-predict during mid-day periods and under-predict during

morning and evening periods. These differences were attributed to assumptions of surface

saturation which resulted in large surface-atmosphere humidity gradients during warm,

mid-day periods and an observed time lag between diurnal progressions of net radiation,

which the Bowen ratio, Penman-Monteith and Priestley-Taylor methods were sensitive to

and the surface-atmosphere humidity gradient, which the turbulent transfer method was

sensitive to.
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At the snow site turbulence dominated the evaporative process since wind velocities

were large, often in excess of 15 m s, and available radiant energy was near zero due to

the high reflectance of the snow surface and the large energy storage capacity of the

snowcover. The Penman-Monteith and turbulent transfer models produced similar results

and compared favorably with estimates of snowpack sublimation losses from snowcover

measurements. Differences in model results were attributed to differences in the magni-

tudes of the vapor pressure deficit and vapor pressure gradient terms used to drive the

models. The Priestley-Taylor method performed relatively well at the grass site despite its

relatively simplistic design but produced latent energy flux estimates that were signifi-

cantly less than measured results at the alpine snow site. The Priestley-Taylor method

appears to be limited to low wind conditions where the latent energy flux is controlled by

net radiation.

The aerodynamic turbulent transfer method was found to be sensitive to the diurnal

progression of meteorological data when evaluated using temporally averaged data. Tur-

bulent transfer estimates of latent and sensible energy fluxes were generally within 90% of

hourly results up to a 6 hour time interval but decreased markedly to less than 50% of

hourly results at 12 and 24 hour time intervals. The turbulent transfer model was much less

sensitive to temporally averaged input data when the diurnal ranges in temperature, hu-

midity and wind were reduced such as over snow. Overall, these results relate the need to

account for the diurnal variation in temperature, humidity and wind over surfaces where

these variables exhibit a pronounced diurnal cycle and the applicability of coarse temporal

resolution data where the diurnal ranges of wind, temperature and humidity are weak.
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The aerodynamic turbulent transfer method, incorporated within an energy balance,

snowmelt model, was used to evaluate the energy and mass balance of a snoweover during

spring melt conditions in a clear-cut within western Cascade mountains of Oregon.

Snowmelt rates were strongly influenced by surface winds which regulated the amount of

convection-condensation melt from sensible and latent energy exchange. Snowmelt rates

averaged less than 1.0 mm hf1 under rainy, overcast, low wind conditions. Net solar and

thermal radiation controlled approximately 52% of snowmelt under these conditions while

sensible and latent energy exchange contributed approximately 34% of the total snowmelt.

Under moderately windy conditions snowmelt rates increased markedly and sensible and

latent energy exchange accounted for between 65 to 91 percent of the total snowmelt. The

advective energy from rainfall had a minimal effect on snowmelt except under extreme

events. Overall, the results of this investigation showed that snowmelt processes are more

sensitive to increased humidity and winds that accompany a rainfall event than the advec-

tive energy from rainfall. The results also suggested that clear-cut logging practices may

increase the risk of rain-on-snow induced flooding because 1) rainfall is generally trans-

lated directly to runoff due to rapid snowpack liquid water saturation and 2) the increased

turbulence in cleared areas dramatically enhances snowmelt.
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